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1. INTRODUCTION 
Conformal and modular invariance have been playing lately an 
increasingly important role in statistical mechanics and in string theory 
[l, 2,4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 16, 19, 321. 
In the present paper we explore the constraints of modular and confor- 
ma1 invariance in the representation theory of affine Kac-Moody algebras 
(which is, of course, intimately related to the developments in theoretical 
physics mentioned above). 
More specifically, we study the branching rules of an integrable highest 
weight representation of an affine algebra 9 with respect to an affine sub- 
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algebra fi. The main objects of our study are certain generating functions 
for branching coefficients which we call branching functions. 
These functions were introduced by D. H. Peterson and the first author 
in [24,26] (under the name “generalized string functions”). The basic 
observation of [24,26] is that the branching functions are modular 
functions with respect to a congruence subgroup of X,(Z); moreover, 
branching functions for all representations of 9 of the same level span a 
finite-dimensional S,&(Z)-invariant space of functions. 
The main objects of the study in [24,26] are the so-called string 
functions, i.e., the branching functions for the homogeneous Heisenberg 
subalgebra A of 9, and relatively little attention is paid to the general 
restriction problem (Section 4.9 of [26] only). In the present paper we 
deduce modular properties and asymptotic behavior of fairly arbitrary 
branching functions, generalizing the main results of [26]. Since the trans- 
formation properties and polar parts of modular functions determine them, 
this allows one in principle to calculate arbitrary branching functions. We 
demonstrate this on a number of interesting cases. In particular, we recover 
easily the most difficult result of [24,26] that all string functions for A\‘) 
are Hecke indefinite modular forms. 
The other, conformal invariance on branching functions is imposed by 
the Sugawara construction which extends a representation of an afline 
algebra 9 to its semidirect product with the Virasoro algebra Virr 
[37,26, 131. Given an affine subalgebra fi of 8, we have another Virasoro 
algebra Virfi, and, following Goddard, Kent, and Olive [13], take the dif- 
ferences of Virasoro operators, obtaining a Virasoro algebra Viry, + which 
commutes with fi. This construction was used in [13, 14,281 to study the 
representations of the Virasoro algebra. This point of view was turned 
around by the authors of the present paper in [28]. 
Namely, if the central charge zg, ~ of Virf,fi is less than 1, there is only a 
finite number of possible irreducible unitary highest weight representations 
[9]. As a result, the branching functions for the pair (g, #) are finite sums 
of the characters of Vir with the same central charge, provided that the 
latter is less than 1. This gives an effective method to calculate branching 
functions since the Virasoro characters are known thanks to Feigin and 
Fuchs [7]. Though this method is applicable only when zg, /i < 1 (all 
central charges > 1 of Vir are allowed by unitarity [22]) it allows one to 
easily recover most of the calculations made in [26] (except for 9 = A’,‘)). 
Moreover, this method allowed us to calculate string functions which were 
out of reach in [26], for example, all string functions of level 1 for Cl’) and 
string functions of level 2 for A(‘) and the exceptional affine algebras. 
The latter is important because it allows one to compute some root 
multiplicities of hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebras (see [29] for details). 
We computed a large variety of examples using both methods, of 
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modular and of conformal invariance. Especially powerful is a combination 
of these methods (in the case zg, + < 1) which has been successful in all 
cases considered so far. 
Let us briefly explain now some of the basic results of the paper. For the 
sake of simplicity we concentrate here on the case of a simple algebra and a 
simple subalgebra, in a setup and notation slightly different from that of 
the main body of the paper. 
Let @ be a complex simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra of rank I 
and let cp( ., .) be its Killing form. Fix a triangular decomposition 
P=E!- +J+E+ and let 0 be the highest root. Let g = (p(8,0)-’ be the 
dual Coxeter number and let (xl y) = cp(x, y)/2g be the normalized 
invariant form on ji (so that (f3 10) = 2). 
The affine Kac-Moody algebra 9 (denoted by 9’ in the main body of the 
paper) associated to g may be constructed as follows. Let @[t, t - ‘1 be the 
ring of Laurent polynomials in t, and let us view 3 = C[t, t-‘1 Be: & as an 
infinite-dimensional Lie algebra over C. Let x(k) E 9 stand for tk @ x, where 
k E Z, x E 8. Then 9 = p + Cc is a central extension of 8 by a l-dimensional 
center Cc defined by the commutation relations (x, y E @ m, n E Z) 
[x(m), y(n)1 = Cx, yl(m + n) + md,, Ax I y) c. 
We identify g with the subalgebra 1 @g of 9. We have the corresponding 
triangulardecompositiong=~n+++++,where~~=~n++k,,t*kO~ 
and A=Z+@c. 
Fix a positive integer m. We let P, cm) = {A E A* 11 is dominant integral on 
2, A(c) = m, and (Ale) <m}. Following [20], for A E P’,“) define an 
irreducible g-module L(A), called an integrable highest weight module, by 
the property that there exists a non-zero vector UEL(A) such that 
H+ . v =0 and h . u = A(h) u for all h EA. Note that c acts on L(A) as a 
multiplication by m, called the level of L(A). 
Let now I/ be a g-module on which c acts as a multiplication by m and 
such that for every u E V and x E 9 we have x(k) u = 0 for k sufficiently large 
(L(A) obviously satisfies this condition). Choosing dual bases ui and ui of @ 
we can construct the Sugawara operators 
L$ = 2(m: g) ,C C :Ui( -j) ui(j+ n):v 
JEH i 
(0.1) 
where the normal ordering :u(s) u(r): stands, as usual, for u(s) u(r) if s < r 
and for u(r) u(s) if s > r. These operators satisfy the commutation relations 
(n, keZ, xeg) 
[L~,LYI=(k-n)L:+,+6k,-.~Z~; [x(k), L;] = kx(k + n), 
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where 
mdim g 
z =-. 9 m+g 
Thus the g-module T/ extends to a module over a semidirect product of g 
with the Virasoro algebra with central charge zg. 
Let q = e2air, where z is in the upper half-plane #+, and define the 
normalized character of the f-module L(A) by the formula 
ch>(r, z) = q-zJ24 trLCnjqLieZKiZ, z E 2. 
Using the so-called Weyl-Kac character formula [20], it is easy to show 
that this series converges to a holomorphic function on X+ x &, which is 
expressed in terms of theta functions: 
@A, JTT z) = c e2nim((1/2)lv12 r + Y(:)) 
Here W is the Weyl group of 8, p is the half of the sum of its positive roots 
a+, L is the Z-span of its long roots, and li = A II. 
The first basic result of [26] is that the C-span of functions 
{ch>(z, z) 1 A E P’,“)} is invariant under the usual (right) action of SL,(Z): 
Moreover, one has the explicit transformation-law [26] 
ch2c zJlcT A, = ,,c,,m, a(4 M) chX(r, z), 
+ 
(0.3) 
where (44 ML, ME p; c ) is a symmetric unitary matrix given by 
a(/l, M)=a(/i) trRe-2”‘(x+P)l(m+g), (0.4a) 
a(A) = IL*/LI-1’2 (m + g)-‘l’ fi 2 sin 
n@+pla) 
(0.4b) 
acd+ m+g ’ 
Here tr, stands for the trace in a (finite-dimensional) g-module with 
highest weight &8. For some mysterious reasons (partly related to confor- 
ma1 invariance) expressions for a(,4, M) simplify considerably for small m. 
In fact, we use conformal invariance to calculate these simple expressions 
of a(A, M) in many cases. 
Using (0.3), asymptotically as r + 0 we obtain 
ch;(r, 0) N a(A) eni=J’2r. (0.5) 
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This formula is a simplest example of an interplay between the modular 
and conformal invariance. It also shows that the (in general irrational) 
number a(A) can be viewed as “dimension” of L(A). 
Let now $ be a sjmple subalgebra of 8. We choose its triangular decom- 
position 3 = +G _ + R + i + consistent with that of 8. Here and further a dot 
on the top will signify objects related to 6. We have the inclusion of afine 
algebras p c 9 and may view L(A) as a b-module with central charge rit. 
Formulas similar to (0.1) define Sugawara operators Lfj, which give us a 
representation of the Virasoro algebra on L(A) with central charge 
2, = 
ritdim $ 
Fh+g ’ 
Letting Lf-fi = L$ - Lt, we get a representation of the Virasoro algebra 
Virr, fi on L(A) with central charge 
commuting with fi[ 131. 
For 1 E ay) let 
q/i, A)= {UEL(A)lk+ .u=O, h-u=l(h)u for hE2} 
be the span of highest weight vectors for fi in L(A). Then we have the 
following decomposition of L(A) with respect to the direct sum b 0 Virr* +: 
L(A) = @ i(A)@ U(A, A). 
ISPy’ 
Using that the representation of Virl*+ on u(A, A) is unitary, we 
immediately obtain the important inequality 
h,,, 12 0, (0.7) 
where h,,, is the minimal eigenvalue of L$fi on U(A, A). (Note that (0.7) 
gives a non-trivial inequality for simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras (see 
Section 3.3.).) 
We introduce the branching functions bf by the formula 
This series converges to a holomorphic function on X+ . The knowledge of 
these functions completely determines the branching rules for (0.6). Note 
also that functions ch;(r, 0) may be viewed as a special case of branching 
functions for $ = 0. 
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The C-span of branching functions {b:(r) I A E P$“), J E !‘y)> is invariant 
under S&(Z) [26]. Moreover, we obtain the transformation law (which 
may be viewed as a generalization of (0.3) with z=O) 
(Here ‘A is defined by (A- ‘n)(c) = 0 and -‘;i is the lowest weight of a 
highest weight J-module with highest weight 1.) This together with (0.7) 
gives also that orders of poles at all cusps for all branching functions (of 
level m) are bounded above by &zg,#. 
The basic observation made in [26] is that functions bf(~) are modular 
functions. Using this and formulas for z8++ and /z,,~, one immediately 
deduces that their level equals 1.c.m. (N(m + g), fi(ljl + g), 24), where N is a 
positive integer such that N(y ) y) E 22 for all y EL*. 
The computation of the asymptotics of branching functions (generalizing 
(0.5)) is based on (0.8) and the following hypothesis, which we checked in 
many cases but were unable to prove in general: 
Hypothesis. If hM,P = 0 and bf , b,M # 0, then a(/l, M) ci( ‘1, p) 2 0. 
Provided that this hypothesis holds we obtain, as r --+ 0, 
b; - const e”i=r.d12r. (0.9) 
Using a Tauberian theorem by Ingham and the (representation theoretical) 
fact that the multiplicities a, of the eigenvalues h,, I + n of L;*fi on U(A, ,l) 
(Fourier coefficients of bf) increase with n, we obtain asymptotically as 
n + cc that 
a, - const n -V+3Y4en((2/3) +.p)‘/* (0.10) 
This connection between the modular and the conformal invariance still 
appears to be quite mysterious. 
The main results of this paper were presented at a conference on Inlinite- 
Dimensional Lie Algebras held in Montreal in May 1986. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Finite-Dimensional Simple Lie Algebras 
Let & be a compfex simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra of rank Z, let k 
be a Cartan subalgebra, and ,J the set of roots of 2 in 8. Choose a set of 
positive roots 6, in 2, and let G+ denote the corresponding maximal 
nilpotent subalgebra of 3. Let If= (~1~) . . . . u,} be the set of simple roots and 
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0 the highest root in 2,. Choose a non-degenerate invariant symmetric 
bilinear form (. 1.) on @ normalized as follows. The restriction of ( .) .) to 2 
is non-degenerate, hence induces an isomorphism v: R + $* and a non- 
degenerate bilinear form (. 1.) on R*. We require that 
(t)I0)=2. 
Then (al CI) = 2 for any long root of 2. Given a root a E 2, let 
a ” = 2~‘(a)/(~! ( a) E 2 be the corresponding coroot; then v(a ” ) = a if a is a 
long root. We have 
8= i aiai, 8”=i ayay, 
i=l i= 1 
where the ai and a; are positive integers (compiled below). 
Let Q c K* be the root lattice (the Z-span of a), and let L c Q be a sub- 
lattice of Q spanned over Z by all long roots. The lattice L will play an 
important role in the sequel; note that v-‘(L) is the coroot lattice Q “. Let 
PC Z* and P” c A be the weight and coweight lattices (the lattices dual to 
Q” and Q, respectively). 
Let m’c GL(A*) be the Weyl group; it leaves invariant 2, Q, L, F, etc. 
Let /ijE A*, i = 1, . . . . I, be the fundamental weights ;ii(a; ) = d,, j = 1, . . . . 1. 
Put p = xi= r Jj. Introduce the dual Coxeter number 
g=l+p(0”)=1+ f: a;. 
i=l 
Recall the celebrated Freudenthal-de Vries strange formula 
(1.1.1) 
Recall that L is a positive definite integral lattice with respect to (. ( a). 
Moreover, L is even in the simply laced case, i.e., when all roots are long, 
or equivalently when L = Q. Denote by N the least positive integer such 
that N(yjy)~22 for all yfp. 
In Table I we tabulate some numerical information on simple Lie 
algebras. Here E, = liffisevenand =2iflisodd;s;=liffEOmod4, =2 
if lr2mod4, and =4 if lis odd. 
For simply laced algebras (type A-D-E) we have ai = a;, i = 1, . . . . 1. In 
the remaining cases the a, are given by the following table: 
2 2 B, L-L-...- F4 i-i&--i 
2 1 
c, LL...--c G, = 
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TABLE I 
dim g IJWl IpI N 
12+21 I+1 If1 I+1 &,(l+l) 
212+1 21- 1 2 4 2E; 
2Pfl I+1 2 2’ 4 
212-I 21-2 4 4 2&i 
E6 L 78 12 3 3 3 
1 2 3 2 1 
E7 133 18 2 2 4 
3 
ES 0 c  ^ -2 ” c 0 248 30 1 1 1 
2 3 4 5 6 4 2 
2 3 2 1 
F4 -- 52 9 14 2 
G2 & 14 4 1 3 3 
Forabelian@wehaveg=&J=O,@=L=O,ir=$-*, W={l};weput 
p = 0, g = 0, and fix a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (. j . ). 
1.2. Affine Kac-Moody Algebras: Definitions (see [23] for details) 
The affine Kac-Moody algebra 9 associated to the reductive Lie algebra 
9 is constructed as follows. Let 5? = C[t, t-‘1 be the ring of Laurent 
polynomials in t, and set Y( 8) = 9 0, 8. This is an infinite-dimensional 
Lie algebra over C. For x E @ and n E Z let x(n) = t” @ x for short. 
Let first ji be simple or abelian. Consider the bilinear function Y on 
9’(p) defined by 
W(m), r(n)) = md,, -Jx I Y). 
This is a 2-cocycle on Y(g) with values in C, hence determines a central 
extension by a l-dimensional center Cc of Z’(F) which we denote by g’. 
Explicitly, 8’ = ?Z( g) 0 Cc, where the bracket is given by (x, y ~3; 
m, nEZ) 
Cxh), v(n)1 = Cx, yl(m + n) + Wdm), y(n)) c; [x(m), c] = 0. (1.2.1) 
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Note that if $ is abelian, then @ is the usual oscillator algebra of order 
dim 8. If g is a simple Lie algebra of type X,, we call 8’ the affine algebra of 
type Xjl). 
Let now 9 be a reductive finite-dimensional Lie algebra; we have the 
decomposition of @ into a direct sum of ideals 
where gcO, is the center and go,, . . . are simple. The associated affrne algebra 
9’ is defined as the direct sum of afhne algebras 
Note that the center of 8’ is C= $r,O,+CizO @ci, where ci is the central 
element of fii,. 
It is often convenient to adjoin to the affine algebra 8’ the derivation d 
which acts on 9( 3) as t(d/dt) (i.e., [d, x(n)] = nx(n)) and commutes with 
C. The Lie algebra 9 = 8’0 @d thus obtained is also called the affine 
algebra associated to 8. (Note that 9’ is the derived algebra of 9 if $r is 
semisimple.) The subalgebras &, (resp. &, @ Cd) are called components of 
8’ (rev. 8). 
We identify g with the subalgebra 1 @g of 8. The abelian subalgebra 
4 = Z-0 @c 0 @d is called the Cartan subalgebra of 8. For 2 E %+ we denote 
its restriction to 2 by 1, and identify the subspace {A E P?* 1 n(c) = 0, 
I(d) = 0) with 1* by A + 1. Define 6 E A* by 
~lz+c<=o~ 6(d) = 1. 
Another important subalgebra of g is PZ + = E + + &, 0 ( tk @ 8). 
1.3. The Weyl Group of an Affine Algebra 
Let now 3 be simple. The set of roots of the associated afline algebra 9 
with respect to the Cartan subalgebra 2 is A = (k6 + 0: 1 k E Z, a E a} u 
{kdlkd- {0}}, th e subset of positive roots being A+ = a+ u 
(k8+crIk>O, oleJ}u (kc3lk>O}. The set of simple roots is n= (a,,= 
6 - 8, a1 ) . ..) IX,> and the set of simple coroots is Z7” = {a; =c-8”, 
a; , . . . . cc/” }. Let Q = Z6 + Q be the root lattice of 8; II is its basis over Z. 
In Table II we give the list of Dynkin diagrams of the Cartan matrices 
((aj, uy ))i, j=O of all afline algebras Xi’), with an enumeration of the 
vertices that will be used in the sequel. 
Define fundamental weights /i,, . . . . A, E z* by 
(Ai, ui” ) =b,, i,j=O 1. 9 . . . . 3 (Ai,d)=O. 
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TABLE II 
Note that the restrictions of A,, . . . . A, to Z are fundamental weights for 9 
and we have 
nj=;i;+ay A,, i=l 1. 7 .-., 
Let P=Ci_,ZAi be the weight lattice of 8, and P, =Cf=,,Z+A, be the 
set of dominant weights. Put p = cf=, Ai; then p = p + g&. 
We extend the bilinear form (. I-) from R* to a symmetric bilinear form 
on z* by 
(1* IC6 + CA,) = 0; (~l~)=(~ol~o)=Q (6 1 /lo) = 1. 
The number A(c) = (A 16) is called the level of A Note 
A,(c) = ay ) P(C) = g- (1.3.1) 
Given m E Z,, denote by PC"') (resp. P(+m)) the set of A E P (resp. P, ) of 
level m. Note that P(O) = 0 2. . 
607/70/Z-3 
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The Weyl group W of 9 is a subgroup of GL(R*), which is a semidirect 
product of W, acting trivially on @6 + CA,, and the group of translations 
T= {t, I a E L}, where t, acts on h”* as 
t,(n)=n+(6)11)a-(f(6(I)(a(a)+(~Ia))6. (1.3.2) 
The set of roots A is W-invariant. It will be important for us that in 
fact A is invariant under a slightly bigger group W, = TO DC W, where TO 
is a group containing T, which is constructed as follows. Let L, = 
v(P”); TO= (t,IaELO). We put W$ = {WE W,Iw.A+ =A+}. Note that 
w; f-l w= 1. 
Let Aut Z7” denote the group of all isometries of the set 17”, i.e., the 
group of permutations of the set I= (0, 1, . . . . I} which are automorphisms 
of the Dynkin diagram of + Let J be the subset of I consisting of 0 and -- 
those i for which ai= 1. It is clear from Section 1.1 that JJI = IP/Ql. It is 
also clear that Aut n” acts transitively and effectively on 1. Furthermore, 
since l7” is stable under W: , we have an inclusion W,+ t Aut I7 v. It was 
shown in [26, Proposition 4.271 that the group Wz acts simply transitively 
on J. 
We clearly have cr. Aj= n,,j, mod C=6 for c E Wz, so that the set 
P++@&is WC-invariant; also (/i,c)=(a.ff,c) for bE WC. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (a) The group W, + is the only normal subgroup of -- 
Aut 17” isomorphic to P/Q. We have 
AutZZ” = W,+D<Autd”. 
(b) deta=e 2dpla.4) for ok W,+. 
Proof If (T = t, w E W,+ , we have for j E J that 
w.Aj-a.Aj=A,-o.A, mod@6 for some WE W (1.3.3) 
Using (1.3.3) and that w  . Ai- A, E Q, we find by an inspection all 
possibilities for cr. After that we check (a) and (b) by a direct verification. 
(It would be nice to have an inspection-free proof.) 1 
1.4. Anomalies 
Given /1 E Py), introduce the following important quantities: 
(trace anomaly) 
ZA=Z*Jdimam 
m+g (conformal anomaly) (1.4.2) 
(n+Pl/f+P) s, = 
2(m + g) 
(modular anomaly) (1.4.3) 
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By the strange formula (1.1.1) we have (cf. [26, 123) 
s,=h,-&,z,,. (1.4.4) 
Note also 
h n+m5-- n+n; -h s n+na=sA+fl. (1.4.5) 
The significance of h,, z,, and S, will become clear in the next sections. 
Given A E P’,“), the number h, can be calculated as follows. Let 
;I = Cf=, ki;ii and let (5,) be the matrix inverse to ((a; 1 a; ))I, j=, . Then 
h, = i ii,ki(kj + 2)/2(m + g). (1.4.6) 
i,j=l 
In the case when g is abelian, we define the bilinear form (. 1.) on x* in 
the same way, and put P=P+=z*+CA,, p=O, h,=(AIA)/2A(c), 
z,=dim 3, s,=h,-&z,,. 
Finally, if g is an afline algebra associated to an arbitrary reductive Lie 
algebra 3 we put P= @iPCij, P, = @iP+ci,, Q=c, Qi, p=Cip(i), etc., 
where PCij, etc., are the corresponding objects for components of 8. Given 
,4 E P, , we write A = xi Ati, according to the decomposition of P, ; we put 
mi=ACi,(ci) to be the ith level of ,4 and put m = (m,, m,, . ..). we put (cf. 
(1.4.1k(1.4.3)) 
h/i = c hn(,,, zrn = 1 zm,, I I s/i-= T s/i,,,. 
(1.4.7) 
1.5. Integrable Highest Weight Modules and Theta Functions 
Given A E P, + C6, define the integrable highest weight g-module with 
highest weight .4, denoted L(A), by the properties that L(A) is irreducible 
and there exists a non-zero vector u E L(A) such that 
n+(u)=0 and h(u) = A(h) u for all h E 2. 
The g-module L(/i) admits the weight space decomposition 
L(A)= @I ~5(/i)~ with respect to z*, where for AE~*, 
L(A),= {u~L(A)Ih(u)=A(h)u for all hE2) 
is a finite-dimensional subspace; its dimension is denoted by mult,(l). The 
eigenvalues of d on L(A), .4 E P,, are all non-positive integers and its 
eigenspaces L(A)u, are finite-dimensional. We have 
(1.51) 
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When restricted to g’, the module L(n) remains irreducible and is deter- 
mined by the labels n(ai”) of /1. The central element ci for i>O acts on 
L(A) as multiplication by a non-negative integer /i(c,), the ith level of /1, 
called also the ith affine central charge. Note that g;;, operates trivially on 
L(n) if and only if /i(c,)=O; we assume in the sequel that /i(c,)>O for 
all i. 
For Iz E I*, define a function e(n) on 2 by e(l)(h) = eAl@). Introduce the 
following domain in 2: 
We introduce coordinates (z, z, I) on Y, where r, t E @, z E 2, by putting 
(7, z, t) = 2xi(z - zd + tc). Then 
Y= {(T,z, t)lz, te@; Imr>O; 2~2). 
Note that in these coordinates, e( -6) = q, where as usual q stands for e2ni7. 
Now we can define the character of the g-module L(A): 
ch, = C mult,(lE) e(1). 
% 
As we shall see in a moment, this series converges absolutely and uniformly 
on compact sets to an analytic function on Y. We shall express ch, in 
terms of theta functions. 
Let first g be simple. For A E R* of positive level m define 
B,=e( -y,),,,t(l)). (1.52) 
Then we have 
o;,= e,, := y~L~~-,~e(-(A~+y-~(,lY)6)). (1.53) 
This series converges absolutely on Y to an analytic function. In coor- 
dinates (T, z, t) we find, for ~1 E R*, m > 0, 
0, m(z, z, t) = e*nimr 1 q(1/2)m(yly)e*nimy(t), (1.5.4) 
yEL+m-‘p 
which is a classical theta function. Furthermore, we define 
(1.55) 
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Note that both 0, and AA depend on I mod @6 only. We put 
A(z,z, t)=e Zni(p(-)+gI+ IB+lr/12)yl(t)l Jj (1 _ e-2”‘“‘i’) 
led+ 
where 
(1.5.6) 
‘l(Q=q1’24 fi (l-4’) 
j=l 
is the Dedekind q-function. Using the so-called Weyl-Kac character 
formula [20], we deduce, as in [23,26], 
qs”ch,=A.,,/‘A, 
which for A = 0 turns into a version of the Macdonald identity: 
A,=A. 
If 8: is abelian of dimension r, we put 
A = q(2)‘. 
It is easy to see that we then have, for A E I* with A(c) # 0, 
q’” ch,(r, z, t) = e 2ni(A(c) r+n(=)+r(dln)/2n(c))/,l. 
(1.5.7) 
(1.5.8) 
(1.5.9) 
(1.5.10) 
Note that putting 0, = A,, =e Zni(n(r)r+n(=)+r(;ild)/*n(~)), formula (1.5.10) 
has exactly the same form as (1.5.7). 
Finally, let p be an arbitrary reductive Lie algebra and 9 the associated 
alline algebra. We deline the OA, An, and A as products of the 
corresponding objects for all components of + Let A E P, be such that 
A(ci) # 0 for all i. The y-module L(A) decomposes into a tensor product of 
irreducible highest weight modules over all components of 9 and hence the 
character is equal to the product of characters given by formulas (1.5.7) 
and (1.5.10). Hence formula (1.5.7) holds in the general case as well. We 
put for short 
ch:, = q”” ch,. 
Note that by (1.4.5) we have 
ch,-.,=q”ch,; ch:,pOd=ch>. 
(1.5.11) 
(1.5.12) 
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1.6. Branching Functions 
Let again @ be a reductive Lie algebra with the non-degenerate form 
(.I .) and let 3 be a reductive subalgebra, such that (. 1 .)I3 is non- 
degenerate (the latter condition automatically holds if 3 is semisimple). We 
choose a Cartan subalgebra A of $ to be contained in & then k + := *t + n F 
is a maximal nilpotent subalgebra of 3. Here and further the dot 9 theAtop 
will refer to an object associated to & unless otherwise stated: Q, t, P, 6, 
etc., 0, B, S,, etc. 
The inclusion Cp: 4 + 9 extends in an obvious (and unique) way to a 
homomorphism of the associated afline algebras cp: b -+ 8, such that 
cp(d) = d. Furthermore, cp(A) c 2, cp(A + ) c +z+ , etc. 
Let A E P, be such that mi= A(c;) > 0, and put m = (m,, m,, . ..). Viewed 
as a b-module, L(A) decomposes into (in general infinite) direct sum of 
#z-modules t(A), AEP+ + @6 [26, Sect. 4.91. It is clear that the levels of 
all these submodules are the same and equal ti = (k,,, hit,, . ..). where 
rhi= A(&). 
If @ is simple, Gr can be calculated as follows. For a finite-dimensional 
g-module V, the ratio of the trace form on V to the Killing form is a 
rational number, the index of V, denoted by i,,(g). Let 3 be simple too. 
Then 
2 iv@) t=$i,c+)=--. 
g W) 
(1.6.1) 
Note that for the defining g-modules V over classical @ we have 
iy( 8) = 1/2g (resp. l/g) if @ is of type A or C (resp. B or L)). 
Let 
L(A);+ = {uEL(A)(h(u)=A(h)u for he$A+(u)=O}; 
mult,(A; b) = dim L(A):+. 
The latter number (which is finite since the L(A)tj, are finite-dimensional) 
is the multiplicity of occurrence of t(A) in L(A). 
The main object of our study is the branching function 
b;(z; I, +z) := qsn-si 1 mult,(l- n& +) q”, 
ncz 
We shall often write bi(T; b) or b:(z) or by, for short. This series con- 
verges absolutely and uniformly on compact sets to a holomorphic function 
in T on the upper half-plane Im 7 > 0 since it is majorized by the series 
Cjzo (dim U~)Clcdj--il) q’, which is majorized by ch,(r, 0,O). Note that bf 
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depends on I mod Z6 only, due to (1.4.5). Note also that the polar part of 
bf is finite; taking 1, E A + E6 such that 
mult,&; fi) Z 0, but mult,(l, + n6; #) = 0 for n>O, 
the multiplicity of the pole of 6: at infinity is equal to S, -S,,. We denote 
the set of the I, satisfying the above condition by max(A; b). For 
A E max(A; /z) put 
Then we have, by the complete reducibility theorem [23], with respect 
to $7 
L(A)= @ L(A) @ U(A, A). (1.6.2) 
1Emax(A: /e) 
Note that we have 
bf(z; #z) = qJAmii tr,(,, ijq-d for 1 E max(A; fi). (1.6.3) 
Thus, the branching functions determine the decomposition of the 
p-module L(A) restricted to #z. 
For example, let Jo. = R be the Cartan subalgebra of 8. Then R is the 
so-called homogeneous Heisenberg subalgebra of 9 and we have 
WC 9, A) = rib)’ c:(r), (1.6.4) 
where c:(r) = qsA - 1A12’2m C, mult,(A - n8) q” are the so-called string 
functions studied in great detail in [26]. They determine weight mul- 
tiplicities of L( A ). 
Note also 
(1.6.5) 
From now on we will assume the following requirements on 9 and 6: 
@ is semisimple and the invariant bilinear form on each simple 
component gcjj is (. / . ); (1.6.6) 
& is a reductive subalgebra of 8; the Cartan subalgebra 2 of $ is 
contained in 2; the center hcO, of ~Jz is contained in the simple com- 
Eonent @(,) of 3 (this is for simplicity of notation); the lattice 
Qi” := &,nQ” spans j&, over C. (1.6.7) 
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Fix AEP, such that mi=/i(ci)>O, i=l,2 ,.,,; let m=(m,,m, ,... ). Let 
P’,“)= {AEP, IA(c,)=m,, i= 1,2, . ..}. 
Let:?,, c &To, be the lattice dual to &. , and let i, = v- ‘(6; ). Let 
P, = P, + C/i,, p’ = ei, i Pti,; note that P, n p’ = 0. Given 1 E p’@ P,, 
we denote by 1’ and 1” the components of 3, in p’ and P,. For p E P,, we 
denote by 0: theta functions associated to the lattice &,. Let rit, = ,4(?,), 
i=O, 1, . . . . and let rir = (&, ti,, . ..). Let 
PT)= {AEP+ C13P,IA(Ei)=~i, i=O, 1, . ..} mod riz,i,. (1.6.8) 
Note that this is a finite set. Let r = dim FCo,. 
Now, it is straightforward to deduce from formulas (1.3.2) apd 
(1.4.1)-(1.4.5) (cf. (1.6.2) and (1.6.3)) the following decomposition (zEA): 
ch;(r, z, t) = 1 &‘(T; fi)(&,q( z, z, t)/tj(z)‘) Ch;(r, z, t). (1.6.9) 
i. l P’(;“’ 
1.7. Some Facts about Modular Functions 
In this section we summarize information on modular function which is 
used in the sequel. For more details see [33; 34; 26, Sect. 3.31. 
Recall the action of SL,( [w) on the upper half-plane &?+ = {T: Im r > 01: 
az + b .TZ---. 
CT + d 
(1.7.1) 
Let S=(y -l ,,), T= (A i). Then S&(Z) is generated by S and T. For a 
positive integer N, put 
T(N)= 
a b 
i( > 
c d ESL,(Z)Ib=c=O, azd=l modN 
I 
, 
This is a subgroup of finite index in SL,(Z). 
Fix a subgroup r of finite index in SL,(Z). A complex-valued function f 
on X+ is called a modular function on r if 
(i) f is holomorphic on X+ ; 
(ii) f(A .r)=f(r) for A EC 
(iii) f is meromorphic at all cusps of I’ in the sense explained below. 
Since r is of finite index in S&(Z), Tk E r for some k > 0. It follows that 
we have a q-expansion: 
f(z)= 1 adPk for z E #+ , where q = e2nir. 
nez 
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We say that f is meromorphic (resp. vanishes) at ice if a, = 0 for n -+ 0 
(resp. for n Q 0). Let r = -min{ n/k 1 a, #O}; then we say that r is the order 
of the pole at ice off: The sum CnGO a,q”lk is called the polar part off 
at ice. 
A cusp of r is a r-orbit on Q u { ioo } under the action (1.7.1), where 
a/O = ice for a E Q x. Since Z,(H) acts transitively on Q u {ice }, the set of 
cusps of r is finite. By abuse of terminology, we speak of the cusp 
c1 E Q u {ice > of r meaning the r-orbit of a. 
Let a be a cusp of r and let BE SL,(Z) be such that B(ico) = a. Then the 
function fO(r) =f(B. r) is invariant under B-‘TB. We say that f is 
meromorphic (resp. vanishes) at a cusp a if f0 is meromorphic (resp. 
vanishes) at ice; the order of the pole offat a is that off, at ice, etc. 
Given c E R, we say that a modular function f is c-singular if orders of 
poles offat all cusps are less than or equal to c/24. One of the important 
facts is that a c-singular for c <O (resp. c < 0) modular function is a 
constant (resp. zero). This implies 
LEMMA 1.7.1. Let {fi}jt, and {x}j,, be two finite sets of modular 
functions holomorphic on the upper half-plane whose q-expansions are of the 
form @&cL+ akqky ak E C, r E Q. Suppose that 
(i) polar part (fi) = polar part (j”,) (of q-expansions), for all j E I; 
tii) f;(-l/z)=ck.,cjkfk(z); .$(-l/z)=~keIzjk?kTk(s) for Some cjk, 
Zjk E c, all jE I, where cjk = ?jk if the order of the pole at ioo of fk iS > 0. 
Then f, =x for all j E I. 
Proof: All functions f- and 7. are modular on some finite index sub- 
group r of SL,(Z). Let $= f, -A. The functions & are 0 at ioo, and since 
matrices S and T generate SL,(Z), they are equal to 0 at all points 
SL,(H) . ice, hence at all cusps of r. Therefore, 6 are holomorphic 
functions on a compact Riemann surface, hence are constants, hence 
&=o. 1 
One says that f is a modular function of level N if f is a modular function 
on T(N). 
LEMMA 1.7.2. Let fi, . . . . fk be modular functions of some level N of the 
form f;(z) = q’““’ x:,“= 0 a,q”, where ri, si E H, si # 0, a, E @. Suppose that the 
space xi Cfi(~) is SL,(Z)-invariant. Then all the fi are modular functions of 
level s, where s is the least common multiple of sl, . . . . sk. 
Proof: Follows immediately from [33, p. 773. 1 
Given a, b E +Z, a > 0, let 
f,, b = 1 q4n + b/W=, g, b = C ( - 1 y q4n + b/2a)2a (1.7.2) 
ns7 nen 
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These power series converge to holomorphic functions on X’+. Using the 
Poisson summation formula, we deduce 
fu,b( -f)=(~)“’ *yl einkblya,k(T) 
k=O 
if be7, (1.7.3a) 
if bE++Z. 
(1.7.3b) 
We have by the Euler identity 
11(T) = g3/2, I,*(~)~ (1.7.4) 
hence from (1.7.3b) we deduce 
rt ( > 
-i = (-iz)l/* q(T). (1.7.5) 
One derives in the usual way from (1.7.2) (see, e.g., [33]) that fa,6/tj+ is a 
modular function on some f(N), and it follows from Lemma 1.7.2 that it is 
of level 1.c.m. (4a, 24) if a-b E 22. 
Note that the modular functions f,, b/q are l-singular. Moreover, one can 
easily deduce from the Serre-Stark theorem [36] that any l-singular 
modular function on some T(N) is a finite linear combination of functions 
fa. b(Th(Z). 
Furthermore, according to the Deligne-Serre theorem [35], 2-singular 
modular functions on some T(N) are finite linear combinations of functions 
of the form f/a’, where f is of one of the following three types: 
(a) “positive definite” theta series, 
f= 1 qB("), 
VCY+P 
where B is a positive definite quadratic form with rational values on Z* and 
y E v’)*; 
(b) “indefinite” theta series (see below); 
(c) functions associated to the “exceptional” Galois representations. 
Modular functions of type (a) have appeared from the very start of 
representation theory of affrne algebras (see, e.g., [21]), and functions of 
type (b) (discovered by Hecke around 1925) first made their way in 
representation theory ‘of afine algebras in [24,26]. Functions of type (c) 
haven’t been encountered so far. 
We give below a brief summary of indefinite Hecke modular forms (see 
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[26] for details). Let L be a 2-dimensional lattice in R2 and let B be an 
indefinite symmetric bilinear form on Iw2 such that B(y, y) E 22\(O) for all 
~EL\{O}. Let Go be the subgroup of the identity component of the 
orthogonal group 0(R2, B) preserving L and leaving L*/L pointwise fixed. 
Fix a factorization B(y, y)= I,(r) 12(y), where I, and I, are real linear 
functions, and put sign(y) = sign II(r) for II(r) # 0. For ,u E L* set 
8,,,(z) = 1 (sign y) enird(y*y! (1.7.6) 
YcP+L 
NY.Y)>O 
y mod Gg 
This series defines a holomorphic function on c%+ with the transformation 
properties 
O,,JT + 1) = en’E(P’P)OLJt), (1.7.7) 
e2-p, “‘8, “(T). (1.7.8) 
vsL*modL 
2. TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF BRANCHING FUNCTIONS: 
THE MODULAR INVARIANCE CONSTRAINTS 
2.1. Some Transformation Laws 
We recall some transformation properties which will be used in the 
sequel. Recall the (right) action of SL,(Z) on the space of functions on Y: 
f(? z, ‘)I(; 5;) 
az+b z 
=f (-7 
CT +d CT +d’ 
(2.1.1) 
Let 8: be a simple Lie algebra of rank 1, let 9 be the associated afline 
algebra, and let A E P@). Using (1.7.5), we derive from [26] that 
= /p/q -112 m-“2 c eC2ni(A’A)‘m@M(T, z, t)/q(T)‘. (2.1.2) 
ME tim) mod mL 
(AA +J? -5 tM~Y)ls 
= lj5/~1-1/2 (m+g)“2MECpylx~p(det w)e-2ni(~(~+p)lR+p)/(m+g) 
xA M + (ATT z, wiw’~ (2.1.3) 
(A,(z, z, tMt)‘)ls = t-i)“+’ A,(T, z, th(r)‘. (2.1.4) 
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For A E P’,“) introduce the important (positive real) number [26] 
- - 
a(n) = IP/LI -l/* (m + g)-u2 n 2 sin “(“m’+“,‘cO. (2.1.5) 
aeb+ 
For ,JEP+ and yER* let 
tr,(exp v) = C (det w) e’“‘“+ p)‘Y) 
i 
wFw (det w) e(w(rs)‘p) (2.1.6) 
WE Iv 
be the trace of exp v -l(y) in the irreducible representation L(A) of 9 with 
highest weight 1. For A, ME P’,“) put [26] 
a(A, M) = a(A) trR ( 
A+p 
exp -21ti- . 
m+g ) 
(2.1.7) 
Then we have for .4 E P’,“) [26] that 
ch:, IS= 1 +I, M) ch’,. 
ME+ 
(2.1.8) 
We also have 
ch>(r + 1, z, t) = elnisn ch’(z, z, t). (2.1.9) 
Let TH, denote the linear span over @ of all functions O,,/$ with 
A E Pcrn). Let TH; (resp. CH,) denote the linear span over @ of all 
functions A ,, +Jq’ (resp. ch>) with A E P$“). 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) The functions { @&‘I A E Pcm) mod mL} form a basis 
of the space TH,. The functions {A,+,/$ (resp. ch>) I AE P’,“‘} form a 
basis of the space TH; (resp. CH,). 
(b) The spaces TH,,,, TH;, and CH, are SL,(Z)-invariant and the 
matrices of any ge SL,(Z) with respect to the bases describe in (a) are 
unitary. 
Proof: Part (a) is proved in [26, Proposition 4.31. The X,(Z)- 
invariance of all three spaces is clear by (2.1.2)(2.1.4) and (2.1.8), (2.1.9). 
The unitarity of the matrices of X.,(Z) on TH, is proved in [26, 
Proposition 3.161, and on TH; follows easily from that on TH,+g, which 
in turn implies the unitarity on CH,, proving (b). 1 
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Given A E I’!“), let ‘,4 = m& + ‘A, where ‘;I= -w,(A) and wO is the 
longest element in IV. (Recall that for a g-module with highest weight 1, 
the highest weight of the contragradient g-module is ‘A.) We have from the 
definitions that 
Anl.s2=At,. (2.1.10) 
Hence, we obtain from (2.1.8 ) that 
(44 WEI, MEPl+m’= (6,.,,); 
(a(A, W),‘,..p = (4’4 WL. MEPl+ml. (2.1.11) 
The following proposition is very useful for constructing SL,(Z)- 
invariant subspaces of the space CH,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let fi + 9 be a homomorphism of affine algebras 
corresponding to the inclusion of stmisimple finite-dimensional Lie algebras 
& c 3. Let {bj(z)}j,, b e a I inearly independent set offunctions on X; whose 
@-span contains all branching functions ( b2$ 1 A E P’,“), 1 E Py)) of level m, so 
that we can write, due to (1.6.9), for z E A, 
ChL(T, Z, t) = 1 bj(T) f:(z, Z, t), 
jeI 
(2.1.12) 
where f,! is a linear combination of level m characters of fi. Suppose that 
bj(S + 1) = cjbj(z) (2.1.13) 
for some cjs, cje @. Then 
f: (-i,t, t-y)=Mz, ja(A,M)cjSf,M(~,~, t), (2.1.14a) 
m 
SE; 
fj”(, + 1, z, t) = CT’ e2nisAft(q z, t). (2.1.14b) 
In particular the @-span of { ff}nEpy), jel is SL,(Z)-invariant. 
Proof We have from (2.1.12) and (2.1.13) that 
ch>l,=C f:Isbj = C f~Isc+b~(~)* (2.1.15) 
jel j,sEI 
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But, due to (2.1.8), the left-hand side of (2.1.15) is equal to 
I&s p:“) 44 W ch h, which due to (2.1.12) is CMEpy)a(A, M) x 
z, z, t) b,(~). Matching the coeffkients of b,(r) we obtain 
c .f.( c fi I= J 
jeI 
&44 M)f,M(z, z, t). (2.1.16) 
A 
Using (2.1.10) and (2.1.11), transformation law (2.1.14a) follows from 
(2.1.16). Formula (2.1.14b) follows immediately from (2.1.13) and 
(2.1.9). 1 
2.2. Properties of Numbers a(A) and u(A, M) 
Now we derive some properties of the numbers u(n) and u(A, M), 
/i, ME PC,“). First, we have 
u(A) = u(mA,) tr, exp 2rci- . 
( 
P 
m+g ) 
(2.2.1) 
This is because 
u(A)/u(mA,)= n sin 
n(;l+Pla) 
I 
. n(Plcr) 
sin - 
CIEJ+ m+g m+g 
= trz ( 
P exp 2xi - 
m+g ) 
due to the Weyl denominator identity: 
wFw (det w) e2ni(Wo’)‘Jj) = n 2i sin n( y ) a) 
ClEdl 
for y E d*. (2.2.2) 
Furthermore, due to Lemma 2.1(b), we have 
(4fk Ml) A. ME + is a unitary matrix. (2.2.3) 
Considering its column A4 = m&, we get 
c u(A)*= 1. (2.2.4) 
AEP:“’ 
Plugging (2.2.1) in (2.2.4) we get 
(2.2.5) 
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Using (2.2.4), we get a(O) = 1, and hence 
a(kp) = (k-t- 1))“2 for FEZ,. (2.2.6) 
Furthermore, since 12 sin KXJ = ) 1 - eznixl, we have 
1 - exp 
2KW’(A+/?) “* 
m+g )I . 
As a consequence, we obtain for any c E Aut IY that 
u(A)=a(a.A). (2.2.7) 
We get from (2.2.4) and (2.2.7), for simply laced 8, 
-- 
u&) = IP/Ql -l’* if ~EJ. 
A special case of (2.2.7) is 
u(‘A) = u(A). 
The following formulas are useful in calculating the u(n): 
m-l 
JJ 2sinz=m 
j=l 
(2.2.8) 
(2.2.9) 
(2.2.10a) 
m-l 
n 2sinz=p if m = pk with k > 0, and = 1 otherwise. 
j=l 
Mm)=1 (2.2.10b) 
To prove these formulas, consider the mth cyclotomic polynomial 
P,(x) = ny, (x-e **@jm). Since 12 sin ntl = II- eZni’l, it follows that 
the left-hand side of (2.2.10b) (resp. (2.2.10a)) is P,(l) (resp. 
m-l 
(x + ... + l)(l)). Now (2.2.10a) follows immediately, and (2.2.10b) 
follows from a well-known property of cyclotomic polynomials. 
Note also the useful identity 
m-l 
c 
sin2 2 = ! I  
j=l m 4 
for m> 3. (2.2.11) 
j even (resp. odd) 
Introduce the numbers 
C,,jsk=J~Sin'((j~~~+ ‘I; c,,j=c,;j,o. (2.2.12) 
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We give below values of a(A) for low levels; the values for the rest of A of 
these levels are obtained using symmetry (2.2.7). 
A’,“: u((m-n)A,+nA,)=c,,.. 
Al”: u(AJ = l/&T; 
Bj”: 
Cp: 
Dj”: 
EL’). 
E$“: 
EL”: 
Gil’: 
n(ni+/li)=~~c/+I,ii-i,. 
&fo) = t, 44) = l/d; 
42-40) = l/(2 $G$, a(& + A,) = U(2‘4j) 
=#(A,)= l/JZTi for 2<i<l- 1, U(AO+A,)=j. 
U(Aj) = c,, j .  
a(&) = f; 
a(u)) = 1/a, a(& + A,) = l/d, 
u(A0+A,)=u(Ai)=1/J5for 2<i<l-2. 
4Ao) = l/J% 
42&)=J@c,,,, 44+/1,)=$&,,,, u(n,)=J%,,. 
Wo) = l/J% 
UWO) = 4 c3,0, 4Ao+4 =c3, I, a(A,)=J+ c3.1, 4/i,)= c3.0. 
a(&) = 1; 
a(244 = a(&) = 4, #(A,) = l/fi; 
43Ao) = Js c9,01 W,) = Js c9.2, +cJ + A,) = Jr c9.4, 
U(~o+~,)=&,,,, a(&)=&,,,. 
4Ao) = fi c3.0, U(A4) = Jj: c3.1; 
U(2Ao) = fi C9,0> U(2n4) = & C9.2, a(& + A4) = Jz: C9.4, 
U(n3)=&9,6, a(A)=JZc9,,. 
4Ao) = fi c3,0, U(A2) = Jz c3.1; 
UWO) = fi c7.0, UW,) = J5 c7, 2, 
u(nO+/1,)=~c7,4~ u(n,)=,h7,,. 
Due to the Weyl character formula we have 
u(A, M) = P+IIF/L( -‘I2 (m + g)-‘I’ ,Fp Vet ~4 e - (2ni/(m+ g))(J+plw(R+P)) 
(2.2.13) 
It follows that 
a(/!, M) = u(M, A). (2.2.14) 
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Using (1.3.3) and Proposition 1.3(b) we deduce from (2.2.13) that for 
ts=t,w~ W,+ we have 
a(f!, 0. M) = e2ni(“a)u(A, M). (2.2.15) 
Note also 
a(A, m/i,) = a(mA,, A) = u(A). (2.2.16) 
We give below values of the u(A, M) which together with (2.2.14) and 
(2.2.16) give all cases of low levels: 
A\“: a(@-j)A,+jn,, (m-k)A,+kA,)=c,;j,k. 
A$l’: utAj, nk)= 2aiiklU’f 1) 
$7’ ’ 
By’: u(A,,A,)=$, u(A,,A,)= -l/J?, a(A,,A,)=O, 
u(2A,, 2A,)= 
1 
245Ti’ 
u(A~+A,,2A,)=u(A,+A,,2A,)= -$, 
u(/i,+/1,,/1,+A,)=u(A,+A,,A,+A,)=~, 
u(n,+n,,n,+n,)= -;, 
U(Aj, 2/l,)=- U(Aji, A~+A/)=O, 
u(dj, Ak) = 
2njk 
&co,-, 
21+ 1 
where A,=AO+AI, )ii=Ajfor 26j,<l-1, li,=2/1,. 
Cl’): U(Aj, A,) = c/; j, k. 
Dj’): u(A,, A,)= -u(A,, A,-,)= -u(A,,A,)=$, 
a(&,,A,-,)= -a(A ,-I, A,)=u(A,,A,)=~(-i)‘. 
,zj’dl): u(oi./i,, ,*.A,)=i,-*nilk/3; 
fi 
a(aj. A,, ok. 1,) = e2avk13 2 sin ?f, where 
fi 
~I=2&~~=A,+A,,&=A,andaisanorder3symmetryofthe 
diagramm ,!?A’ ). 
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E$‘): u(A,, AJ = -l/J& 
rcjk 
u(S, A,) = a(ailj, A.,) = u(olj, al,) = - sin 5, 
h 
u(S, pk) = -U(CT$ pk) = fi sin?, a(~~, pk) = 0, where 
/2,=2Ao, &=A,, d,=2A,, (r&=A,, pl=A,, pLj=Ao+A@ 
Ep: a(A,,A,)=O, u(A,,A,)=~, a(A,,A,)= -l/d; 
F’,“: u(Pji, Pk) = ssin$, wherep,=AO, p3=A4; 
I,=2&, &=24, A*=A,+A,, &=A,, 1,=/l,. 
Gil): u(A. A,)=-?-sin 
n(j+ l)(k+ 1) 
I’ 
Js 5 
, j, k = 0,2; 
2 njk 
u(Aj, A,) = 5 sin 9, where 
1,=2Ao, &=2Az, I,=A,,+A,, l,=AI. 
Using the Weyl character formula, one can write general expressions for 
the u(A, M). Let A = C kiAi, M= C mini be elements of P’,“‘. Then we 
have: 
A)‘): put qJA)=(l+ l-i)+ i kj- 
j=i 
iI, & i jk,); the* 
J-1 
u(/i,M)=i”/2”“+‘)(~+ 1)-l/2 @+I+ 1)-(l/2)’ 
x det exp -2rci “~~~f~))” . 
j,k=l 
pen 
u(A,M)=(-1) W)N-lQ1- ym+21- 1)-U’ 
sin 2n(Pj(A) qk(“) ’ 
m+21- 1 > . j,k=l 
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Cj’): put q,(A) = 
at~,~)=t-1)“~2”(1-‘)det(c,+I-1~,(,,,~~~M~)~,k=I. 
Remark 2.2. From the formula a(A,) = c,. 0 for Cf”, we deduce that 
=(-1) (l/Z) ICI- 1 I  
Using other “concrete” values for the a(A, M) of low levels, one gets many 
other formulas like this. The computation of the “concrete” values of the 
a(A, M) given above was made by using the conformal invariance and 
asymptotics discussed below. 
2.3. Some Asymptotics 
Here we derive the asymptotic behavior of the functions introduced in 
Section 2.1 as t -+ 0, using their transformation properties. 
We assume that ji is simple. It is clear that we have uniformly, as t --) 0, 
~hmt-l/~,O,O)N~~+mL,mno+mL; (2.3.1) 
ch,( - l/r, 0, O)- trn( 1) if n(d)=O; (2.3.2) 
q( _ l/z) - * ,+ eaii12r; q(r)-’ N (- iT)1/2eni/12re (2.3.3) 
Putting z = 0, t = 0 and replacing r by - (l/r) in (2.1.2) we get 
@,(G 0, W4w’ 
= p/q pw m-ll2 c e - Zni(/i I rii)lmg 
ME Pcm’ mod mL 
+$o,o)y+f)i 
(2.3.4) 
Applying (2.3.1) and (2.3.3) to the right-hand side of (2.3.4), we get 
uniformly as r + 0 that 
O,(z, 0, O)/?(t)‘- [P/L1 -‘I2 m-u2en’i”2r. 
Similarly, we get from (2.1.8) that 
(2.3.5) 
ch>(r, 0,O) = c a(A, M) ch’, 
MEPT’ 
(-;,o,o). (2.3.6) 
Since Al depends on I mod Q=6, we may assume without loss of generality 
that .4(d) =O. But then, by (2.3.2) and (lS.ll), we have 
ch’,( - l/r, 0,O) N tr,-( 1) e-2nisn’r as r+O. (2.3.7) 
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Moreover, it is clear from (1.4.1) and (1.4.4), since (A + 2p 1 ;i) > 0 and = 0 
iff /I = 0, that we have 
s, 2 -&z/j for A EP’$“) and equality holds iff A =mA,. (2.3.8) 
Since a(A, m/l,) = a(A), we deduce from (2.3.6)-(23.8) that 
ch;(r, 0, 0) -a@) c?-“~*~ uniformly as 7 --t 0. (2.3.9) 
2.4. Transformation Properties of Branching Functions 
Let now jr be a semisimple Lie algebra and & a reductive subalgebra 
satisfying (1.6.6) and (1.6.7). We keep the notations of Section 1. 
Let m = (m,, m2, . ..). w h ere mi are positive integers. Then we have the 
component decomposition 
(2.4.1) 
Given A E P$?), let A = cj A, be the decomposition with respect to (2.4.1). 
We let 
a(n) = fl a(A(j))i a(n9 M, = n a(A(j), M(j))- 
i j  
Let now tii= A(t,), i =O, 1, . . . . for (any) A E P’,“), and let F+I = 
(riz,, ti,, . ..). We have the component decomposition for fi: 
P ‘yh @ pyf,. 
j2 I 
(2.4.2) 
Given IZEP$?), let Iz’=cj.i lCj, be the decomposition of I’ with respect to 
(2.4.2). We let, for 1, fl E I’y), 
b(l) = IPo/i,l -I’* rip n ci(ncj)); (2.4.3) 
ia 1 
qn, p) = p,/t,I -l/2 47/*pi(~o’~)~~o n &(lU), pLv,), (2.4.4) 
j2 1 
where r = dim &,). It follows from (2.2.3) that 
(44 M)) n,MsPyl and (44 CL))~,~~~+~ .I .) are unitary matrices. (2.4.5) 
Now we are in a position to state our first basic result. 
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THEOREM A. Let fi + 9 be a homomorphism of affine algebras 
corresponding to the inclusion of the reductive finite-dimensional Lie algebras 
3 c ji satisfying (1.6.6) and (1.6.7). Let A E P$!‘) and A E Py). Then in the 
above notations we have the following properties of branching functions. 
(a) &4( - lb; fi) =CMEp(+m),pEpy 44 W h(p, ‘A) b,M(.r; p). 
(b) bf(t + 1; ~)=e21ri(sn~S;)b~(t; +). 
(c) The linear span of all branching functions { bf }, Epy), AElj(+m~ is
invariant under the action of SL,(Z). 
(d) The order of the poles at all cusps of bf is less than or equal to 
&(zm - iti). 
(e) The branching functions bf(r; fi) are modular functions with 
respect to T(s), where s is the least common multiple of all integers 
Ni(mi + g,), fif(mi + gi) and 24. 
Proof To prove (a) we apply S* to both sides of Eq. (1.6.9). Then on 
the right-hand side we get 
1 b;(T; +z)(&(t, -z, t)/r](z)‘) c.h;@, -z, t). (2.4.6) 
1 E P’y 
Applying S to the left-hand side we get, by (2.1.8) 
M,Cp, 
,” 
)44 M) chL(z, z, t). (2.4.7) 
Plugging (1.6.9) into (2.4.7) we get 
,g-, pe:,ti, 44 W b,Mk tW%X~, z, t)/a(~)‘) c&k, Z, 0 (2.4.8) 
+ 
Applying S to (2.4.8), and using (2.1.2) and (2.1.8), we get 
x (i(p, A.)(&;+, z, t)/q(T)‘) c.h;,(z, z, t). (2.4.9) 
We let ‘,I0 = A(&,) /i, - x”. Then we have 
&.+, -z, t) = &(z, z, t); (2.4.10a) 
Also, by (2.1.10) we have 
c.h;,(T, -z, t) = c’h:,.(z, z, t). (2.4.10b) 
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Replacing 1 by ‘1 in (2.4.9) we get, by (2.4.10), 
(2.4.11) 
Equating (2.4.6) and (2.4.11) and matching the coefficients of 
((~~~(z, -2, t)/?(t)‘) ch;(t, -z, t)} 1 E + as permitted by Lemma 2.1(a), 
we get (a) in which r is replaced by - l/r. 
Part (b) is obvious from the definition of b:. Part (c) follows from (a) 
and (b) since the matrices S and T generate X,(Z). 
Due to (c) it suffices to prove the estimate of the order of poles of 
bi(q; fi) at q =O. But at q =0 this estimate follows from (1.45) and the 
inequality 
h,-t;,>O if mult,(il; b) # 0. (2.4.12) 
We defer the proof of this inequality till Section 3.2 (see 
Proposition 3.2(a)). 
Finally, (e) follows from (a), the fact that bf are modular functions on 
some r(n) [26, Proposition 4.361, and Lemma 1.7.2. 1 
Remark 2.4. It follows from (2.4.5) that the matrix (a(/i, M)ci(p, ‘A))$,$ 
of the transformation law given by Theorem A(a) is a unitary matrix. 
2.5. Asymptotics of Branching Functions 
Using Theorem A, we derive now asymptotic behavior of the branching 
functions b:(z; /z), where n E P’,“), 3, E I’($‘). 
First, note that by the asymptotics (2.3.5) and (2.3.9), and by the 
definitions of a(n) and z, for arbitrary reductive @ given by (2.4.3) and 
(1.4.7), we have uniformly as r + 0 that 
ch>(r, 0,O) N a(n) enizm’12r; (2.5.1) 
(&(T, 0,0)/q(z)‘) ch;(r, 0,O) w  fi(J” + 1’) eniiti”“. (2.5.2) 
Second, introduce the set 
S,= {pairs (ME P’,“‘; p E P($‘) + @6) ( multM(p; fi) # 0; h, = h,,}. 
Introduce the usual ordering on a* (resp. z*) defined by I >p if 
2 - p = xi kiai (resp. = xi kioii), where ki> 0. We have the following 
lemma [26]. 
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LEMMA 2.5.1. If 1, p E P + are such that ,I # p, ,I>, p, then 
@+2PI~)-(P+2PIPCL)>O. 
Proof I~+p12-l~++p(2=(~+~+22pI~-~)>o. j 
This lemma and the inequality (2.4.12) imply 
if (M; /A) E S, and MB A, A 3 p, mult,(L; ;lz) # 0, then ,4 = M, L = p. (2.5.3) 
This implies that if (A; A) ES,, then I E max(A; b) and hence the set S, is 
finite. 
Given A E Py) and I E Py), introduce the number 
&AA)= 1 44 W 4~1, ‘1) mult,(p; fi). (2.5.4) 
(M;ll)Esn 
Now we can state our second basic result. 
THEOREM B. We keep the notations and assumptions of Theorem A. 
Assume in addition that b(A, ,I) # 0. Then 
(4 uniformly for T -+ 0 we have 
bf(t; fi) - b(,,f, A) eni(%-%)/12r; (2.5.5) 
b(A, A) is a positive real number and z, - i, > 0; (2.5.6) 
(b) for n --) + co we have 
114 44 2) n-3/4en((2/3)(:,,- ik) n)‘/* 
(2.5.7) 
Proof: Note that uniformly for r + 0 we have, using the definitions, for 
P E max(M +), 
b,M( - I/t; h) N mult,(p; +.) e-2ni(sM--j*Ur. (2.5.8) 
Using (2.4.12), (2.5.5) follows from Theorem A(a) (where r is replaced by 
- l/z) and (2.5.8). Now (2.5.6) follows from (2.5.5) since all the coefficients 
of the 6; are non-negative integers. 
The derivation of (b) from (a) is exactly the same as a special case of it 
in [26, Proposition 4.22 and Theorem B] using 
mult,(;l- nc?; +) Q mult,(A - (n + 1) 6; fi) for n > 1, (2.5.9) 
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the proof of which we defer till Section 3.2 (see Proposition 3.2a), and the 
following version of a Tauberian theorem of Ingham: 
LEMMA 2.5.2. Let f(t) = C,, a,,q” be a holomorphic function on SF+ such 
that a,, is a non-decreasing sequence of real numbers, and for some c E @, 
d E R, and N > 0, we have uniformly as z + 0 that 
f(T) m c( -iz)-deNi”. 
Then for n + co, we have 
a, N 2 ~ ‘12c( N/27~) - (1/2)(d- l/2) n(l/2)(d-3/2)e(8rrNn)“2 (2.5.10) 
Conjecture 2.5. If mult,(l; #z) # 0, then b(A, A) # 0. 
We will check below this conjecture in the following cases: (a) the pairs 
tg, 4, (~0 8, 8) and (go); tb) z, - i, < 1; and many other examples. It 
seems that even a stronger form of this conjecture holds (we will check this 
in cases (a)): 
a(4 M) d(p, ‘A) 2 0 if (M; p) E S, and mult,(l; b) # 0. 
Note that we have the following asymptotics as T + 0: 
ch&,,,(t, 0, 0) - ch>q.(,,)(r, 0, 0) - f a(A)2 enizd6’, (2.5.11) 
which follows immediately from (2.5.1) using 
chs;tG,,tt, 0, 0) = f@ht,,, (~7 0, 0) + ch,&~, 0, 0)). 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Consider the case when z,=i,. It follows from 
Theorem B(a) that all branching functions b$’ are constants. Hence we have 
b:#O*h,-I&; bf = mult.(A; fi). 
Then with respect to fi, the f-module L(A) has the decomposition 
ch L(A) = c mult,(& p) ch i(L). (2.5.12) 
A: h” = hj. 
Using asymptotics (2.5.10) we deduce 
at/f)= C mult,(l; fi) ri(1). 
i:(/l;l)ESm 
(2.513) 
From Theorem A(a) we deduce another relation 
mult,(l; +z)= C 44 M) W.4 ‘A) muhAp; fiaa). (2.514) 
CM; P)E sn 
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Let now in (2.514) 1=Grj,. Then we obtain: 
mult,(&,; fi) = 1 a(n, M) d(p) mult,&; #z) 
(M:p) 
= (using (2.513)) ,,C,,-, 44 w  4mh, w  
+ 
= (using (2.2.3)) 6, ,+. 
Thus: 
mult,(riz&; p) = dn,mno, provided that z, = i,. 
A special case of (2.5.15) was established in [42]. 
(2.515) 
Remark 2.5. One may derive Rademacher-type asymptotic expansions 
for the bi (as was done for string functions in [30]), but these expansions 
look quite intractible. 
2.4. The Special Case of the Pair (PC; A) 
Here we recover some main results of [26] as special cases of 
Theorems A and B for the pair (jr; a), where $Z is a simple Lie algebra of 
rank 1 and J?! is its Cartan subalgebra. 
Fix a positive integer m. Then Py) = Pcrn) mod mL and formula (1.6.9) 
turns into 
ch:,= 1 sW’bf(z; A) O,, (2.6.1) 
1 E P’“)mod mL 
A-i.cQ 
which is the basic theta function identity of [26]. Here the branching 
function bf is defined by 
(2.6.2) 
where b,=dim{uEL(n)A-.sI(tk@Z)u=Ofor all k>O}, and is related to 
the corresponding string function cf by (1.6.4). Formula (2.6.1) together 
with (1.6.4) shows that all information about weight multiplicities of L(A) 
is contained in the bf . 
We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6 [26, Proposition 4.143. Let A E PC,“)+@6 and let ,I be a 
weight of L(A). Then 
(w+2d2(lI 
m+g m (2.6.3) 
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In particular, for 1= A, 
2m(AIP)2g(AlA)- (2.6.4) 
Moreover, equality in (2.6.3) holds if and only if A = mAj mod @6 for some 
jE J and A= w. A for some w  E W, so that I = mA, mod(mL + CS). Equality 
in (2.6.4) holds if and only if A = mA, mod @a. 
Proof. Inequality (2.6.3) is a special case of (2.4.12). It is shown in [26] 
that equality in (2.6.3) holds if and only if A = mA, mod @6 and I = w  . A 
for some w  E W (unfortunately, we were unable to find a simple proof of 
this fact). Since W= WP< T, we have A- mAj E mL + @6, completing the 
proof. 1 
We have by (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) that 
h(A) = IF/L1 -“’ m-‘I*, (2.6.5) 
&(A, p) = i(l) e-*dXldh. (2.6.6) 
Let now Ae PC,“)+ @6 and let 1~ P@‘)+ CC? be such that A-AE Q. 
Theorem A gives us the following: 
= p/q-w m-w 1 44 Ml e 
M E PCrn’ 
2nicz’fi)‘mb~(~; A), (2.6.7) 
Ic E p(m) &&I mu 
bf(* + 1; A) = e*ni(W (~l~)/*m)bf(s; A), (2.6.8) 
the linear span of { 6: 1 A E P y), il E PCm) mod mL} is SL,(Z)-invariant, 
(2.6.9) 
the order of the poles at all cusps of bf is less than or equal to &(z, - r), 
(2.6.10) 
bf is a modular function with respect to T(Nm) n T(N(m + g)) n r(24). 
(2.6.11) 
By Lemma 2.6 we have 
S,= {(mAj;mAj)IjEJ}. (2.6.12) 
Using (2.2.16), (2.6.5), and (2.6.6), we obtain 
a(A, mAj) ci(mAj, ‘2) = IF/L1 -l/2 m-“*a(A) if Jo J. (2.6.13) 
Therefore, by (2.6.12), we get 
b(A, 1) = Ip//el’/2 [Q/L1 -‘I* m-“*a(A). (2.6.14) 
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Thus, Conjecture 2.5 is true in this case and, by Theorem B, we have 
uniformly as 7 + 0 that 
&!(7;A)- I~//pIl/2 I&/LI-1/2m-~/2a(/i)e~i(~m-/)/12~; (2.6.15) 
using (2.3.3), (2.6.15), and Lemma (2.5.2), we have as n + cc that 
xa(/l)n- (I+ 3)/4 e n((2/3)~,,,n)‘/~ (2.6.16) 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let 9 be of type A{‘), III’) or E(‘J and let A EP(:). Then 
z1 =dim g/(1 + 8) = 1, and using (2.2.8) we deduce from (2.6.15) that 
&j’(r) N 1, hence b:(t) = 1. So, by (1.6.4) we arrive at the formula obtained 
in [21], 
mult,(l - nh) = p(‘)(n) if I E max(A; R), (2.6.17) 
and used in [S] to obtain a vertex operator construction of Q/i). 
2.7. The Special Case of Tensor Products 
We consider here, as a special case of our general theory, the tensor 
product decomposition. 
Let $i be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, and consider the 
diagonal inclusion 3 c g 0 8. We denote by s,, h,, . . . (resp. a(A), 
a(A, M), . ..) the numbers associated to 9 not adding the dot on the top; 
then s,, + s,,,,, h,,, + hAr,, . . . (resp. a(A’) a(A”), a(A’, M’) a(A”, M”), . ..) are 
the corresponding numbers associated to (8’ @ 9’) + Cd. Similarly, P, L, . . . 
are associated to 8, so that POP, LO L, . . . are associated to 
(/O /)+Cd. 
Let A’, A”.E P, be of positive levels m’ and m”, respectively. Then on the 
tensor product of the corresponding modules L(A’)@ L(A”) the central 
element acts as the scalar m’+ m”. Denote by mult,.,JA), where 
A E P’,“’ + ““‘), the multiplicity of the occurrence of L(A) in L(A’) @I L(A”). 
Note that mult ,,.,JA) #O only if A’+ A”- .4 E Q. Consider the 
corresponding branching function 
b;‘*A”(t) = qsn’+Sn”-sn 1 mult,., “,,(A - nd) q”. 
nsz 
Then (1.6.9) becomes 
ch;. ch;.. = C 65”“(r) ch’,. (2.7.1) 
n E #m’+m’l 
A’+A’+-AeQ 
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Theorem A gives us the following: 
a(A’, M’) a(A”, M”) a(M, ‘A) b;‘, ““(z). 
Mct E ,dmal 
MEplm~Lnl 
M’+M”+-MEQ 
(2.7.2) 
b?‘,““(z + 1) = e mn~+sn~~--Sn)b$, ““(z), (2.7.3) 
the linear span of {b;‘,“” 1 A’ E P’,“‘), A” E P$f’), A E P(+m’+m”)) is 
Z,(Z)-invariant, (2.7.4) 
the order of the poles at all cusps of bfy nU is less than or equal to 
$&mf + z,** - z,, + ,*,), (2.7.5) 
b?‘,“” is a modular function on T(s), where s is the least common 
multiple of N(m’ + g), N(m” + g), N(m’ + m” + g) and 24. (2.7.6) 
We shall see now what Theorem B gives us. For that we need the follow- 
ing lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let A’ E P$?, A”E P’+ m”) and let A E P’,“‘+ m”) + CC? be such 
that A’+A”-AEQ. Then 
(a) For~nyM’EP(,m’)+@6,M”EP~“)+C6,MEP(+m’+~”)+@g,and 
IS E W,+ we have 
a(A’,MI)a(A”,M”)a(M, fA)=a(A’,a.M’)a(A”,a.M”)a(a.M, ‘A). 
(b) We have the inequality 
(A’ I A’ + 2~) + (A” I A” + 2~) ~ (A’ + A” 1 A’ + A” + 2~) 
m’+g m”+g m’+m”+g ’ 
(2.7.7) 
An equality in (2.7.7) holds if and only if there exists o E W,+ such that 
A’=m’a.A,mod@6 and A”=m”a~A,mod@6. 
Proof: Part (a) follows from (2.2.14) and (2.2.15). The inequality (2.7.7) 
is a special case of (2.4.12). 
Suppose now that (2.7.7) is an equality. We can rewrite this as 
2(m’ + g)(m” + g)(A’ ) A”) = m”(m” + g)(A’ 1 A’ + 2~) 
+ m’(m’ + g)(A” I A” + 2~). (2.7.8) 
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Since Im”/i’-m’/l”12>0, we have 2m’~r”(~‘I/i”)<m”~(~‘[~‘)+ 
mr2(/l” 1 A”). Using this, we derive from (2.7.8) the inequality 
m’m”[m”(m” + g)(A I A’ + 2~) + m’(m’ + g)(A” I A’ + 2p)] 
< (m’ + g)(m” + g)[m”2(A’ 1 A’) + mr2(A” I A”)], 
which can be rewritten as 
m”2(m” + g)(2m’(A’ I p) - g(A’ I A’)) 
+ mf2(m’ + g)(2m”(A” I p) - g(A”I A”)) < 0. 
From this and (2.6.4) we deduce 
2m’(A’ I p) = g(A’ I A’); 2m”(A” 1 p) = g(A” 1 A”). (2.7.9) 
Furthermore, substituting (2.7.9) in (2.7.8), we get 
g(A’ 1 A”) = ,“(A’ I p) + m’(A” I p). (2.7.10) 
Combining (2.7.9) and (2.7.10), we get 
2(m’+m”)(A’+A”Ip)=g(A’+AwIA’+A”). (2.7.11) 
Applying Lemma 2.6, we obtain from (2.7.9) and (2.7.11) that there 
exist fr’, fr”, and (r in w,+ such that A’ = m’d . A, mod C6, 
A”=m”o”.&modC6, /1’+/i”=(m’+m”)a.,4,mod@6. It follows that 
0’ = CT” = cr and the equality in (2.7.7) holds only in cases stated in (b). In 
these cases the equality indeed holds since for ,4 = ma a A, mod C6, (2.6.4) 
turns into equality, by Lemma 2.6. This completes the proof of (b). 1 
It follows from Lemma 2.7(b) and (2.5.3) that 
S mf,mpt = {(m’Aj, m”flj; (m’+m”) ~4~)ljE.l). (2.7.12) 
Let now A’, A”, and /i be as in Lemma 2.7. Then by Lemma 2.7(a) and 
(2.2.16) we have forjeJ that 
u(A’, m’Aj) a(A”, mvAj) a((m’ + m”) Aj, ‘A) = a(A’) a(A”) a(A). 
Hence, by (2.7.12) we have 
(2.7.13) 
-- 
b(A’, A”; A) = lP/Ql a(A’) u(A”) u(A). (2.7.14) 
Thus, Conjecture 2.5 is true in this case. Using this, Theorem B gives that 
uniformly as r -+ 0 we have 
-- 
bj’-““(7) - lP/Ql u(A’) u(A”) u(A) eai(zm’+rm~-zm’+m~U12r, (2.7.15) 
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and as n + co, we have 
mult A,,A.(A-n~)-.~(z~‘+zm’~~zm’+m~)i’4 jjj/Ql a(n’)a(/i”)a(/i) 
x n -3/4&r((2/3)(2,, + i,“- Zm.+,“) “)‘I* (2.7.16) 
Note that (2.7.15) gives us, in particular, that for A’ E PT’) + CC?, 
A” E P’+““) + @6, and A E Py’+m”) + @6, we have mult,,,, A,(A - n6) = 0 for 
all n if and only if A’+,4”-A$Q. 
Taking asymptotics of both sides of (2.7.1) as z + 0 and using (2.51) and 
(2.7.15) we obtain the following strengthening of (2.2.4): 
COROLLARY 2.7. The sum of the squares of the a(A), where A runs over 
a congruence class of Py’ 
-- 
mod Q (m > 0), is equal to lP/Ql -I. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let 9 = A\‘). We let 
A,;j=(m-j)Ao+jA,, (2.7.17) 
and recall (2.2.12). Using (2.2.16), the transformation law (2.7.2) and the 
asymptotics (2.7.15) turn into the formulas (here j s j’ + j” mod 2) 
bAni; ,‘. Ammy 
&~+m”;, 
~2c,,,~c,,,,~c,,+,,,,jexp~ -C 
42 m’f2+m”+2 l 
AC-- 
m’ + m” 
m’+m”+2 
(2.7.18b) 
as r + 0. 
The following two special cases are of great importance: 
(4 m’ = 1, mrr = m. Put 
~j7’,,~+ ,(?I = b?;+:yy(r) for j=k mod 2, (2.7.19a) 
xjm+)l, k+ l(t) = b<;+:yyW for j= k + 1 mod 2. (2.7.19b) 
We have, due to diagram automorphism of A\‘), the equalities 
b$,“$‘;‘(z) = b;;:y;;;,k(T), (2.7.20) 
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so that we have: 
p’ = p’ 
r. s m+2-r.m+3-S’ (2.7.21) 
Hence all the branching functions are contained in the set 
{xims)I 1 <s 6 r<m + l}, and formulas (2.7.18) and (2.7.19) can be rewrit- 
ten’ in this case as 
&(m+2)(m+3) 1 (-l)(j+k)(r+s) 
l~s~r<m+l 
qr . 
x sin - sin s x!;)(r), 
m-l2 
(2.7.22) 
x’“‘(s) - I, s ,/8/(m + 2)(m + 3) sin 3 sin 71s enir’m)‘12r m+3 
(2.7.23) 
as r + 0, where 
dm) = 1 - 6/(m + 2)(m + 3). (2.7.24) 
Actually the functions x!l”,) can be easily computed by multiplying out 
ch,,,, and ch, m, as in [28]. The result of this calculation is 
p’(z) = J- r. s 
rl(r) 
(f (m+Z)(m+3). r(m+3)-s(m+Z) (7) 
-f (m+Z)(m+3),r(m+3)+s(m+2) (T)), (2.7.25) 
where fa,b is defined by (1.7.2). One recognizes in (2.7.24) the “discrete 
series” of central charges of unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra 
[9], in (2.7.25) the corresponding Virasoro characters [7] multiplied by 
4 
- (l/24) dm) and in (2.7.22) their transformation properties computed by a 
direct calc;lation in [16]. Of course these are known not to be accidental 
coincidences as will be explained in the next chapter. 
(b) m’ = 2, m” = m. Put 
+(m’ 
X,7+1,k+l;1/2 
=b;$2+,+b2”w’m;, ( - &+2:lr for jEkmod2, (2.7.26) 
Cm) 
Xj+l,k+l;O 
=b”o+“‘.Am., 
An+2,k 
for j = k + 1 mod 2. (2.7.27) 
Then, due to diagram automorphism of Ai’) we have 
x~i~‘=Xm+jr;)-r,m+4--s;E) (2.7.28) 
and we are reduced to the set (x:Jz)I (r, S) E M,, ,}, where 
M m,1/2=wd)~~2+11 ~s~r~m+l,andrrsmod2}, 
A4 m.o= ur74q I1 ~s<r~m+lor2~s=r+l~t(m+4), 
andr=:+lmod2). 
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Formulas (2.7.26) and (2.7.18) give 
4 
1 
= J(m + 2)(m + 4) (?, S)E M,, ,,2 
sin lrjr sin s ~,?s(;)/~(z), 
m + 2 
(2.7.29) 
x,?l:2 l( ) -- , . t 
4ti 
c . lrir . 
=J(m+2)(m+4)(~,,,,M,,0Er’~ m+2 
sin - sm $ xf;! ,,( t ), (2.7.30) 
where E,, s = $ if m is even and r = $rn + 1, s = $rn + 2, and E,, s = 1 otherwise, 
Cm) 1 
xj,k:O -t ( ) 
= 0 1 
J(m + Nm + 4) cr. Sk Mm. ,,* 
Furthermore, we have as z + 0 that 
X,~~~),(~ 1 
4 . xr . ns n@‘/lZt 
~J(~+2)(m+4)S1n~s2nTiZe ’ 
x,:g:,cT 1 
r 
(2.7.31) 
(2.7.32) 
4J2 .nr.m 
sin sin -e --nim(m- 2M(m+ 2)(m+4) 8~) 
J(m+2)(m+4) m+2 m+4 
7 
x)7! o(T) . 1 
2 Js . 71r . 71s nizim),12r 
~J(m+2)(m+4)S1niGTis2nTi7e ’ 
where 
(2.7.33) 
(2.7.34) 
zp’ = $( 1 - 8/(m + 2)(m + 4)). (2.7.35) 
The functions x*(!“) r, s. E can also be easily computed by multiplying out 
characters [28], which gives 
x,tl:’ = 1,(T) - l (f (1/2)(m+Z)(m+4), (1/2)((m+4)r- (m+2)s) (5) 
-f (1/2)(m+2)(m+4),(1/2)((m+4)r+(m+2)s) (T))T (2.7.36) 
where V,(T) = q(it) q(22)/1(2) if E = f and = q(~)~/q(22) if E = 0; 
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xr-2)*(4 = (?(tel(Q’) ( f I I (1/2)(m+2)(m+4),(1/2)((m+4)r-(m+2)s) CT) 
-f (1/2)(m+2~(m+4),(1/2)((m+41r+(m+2)s) (f)) 
if m is even, 
(2.7.37) 
and same formula with f replaced by g if m is odd. 
One recognizes in (2.7.35) the “discrete series” of central charges of 
unitary representations of the Neveu-Schwarz (E = f) and Ramond (E = 0) 
superalgebras [lo], in (2.7.36) and (2.7.37) the corresponding characters 
and supercharacters [ 14, 281, and in (2.7.29)-(2.7.31) their transformation 
properties (cf. [S]). This connection will be discussed in the next section. 
3. THE ROLE OF THE VIRASORO ALGEBRA: 
THE CONFORMAL INVARIANCE CONSTRAINTS 
3.1. The Virasoro Algebra and Its Highest Weight Modules 
The Virasoro afgebra is a complex Lie algebra Vir with a basis 
(E; dj, Jo Z} and the commutation relations 
Cdj, dkl= (j-k) dj+k + &(j’-j) dj,-kC”; [i;, dJ =O. (3.1.1) 
Given two real numbers z and h, there exists a unique irreducible 
Vir-module V(z, h) which admits a non-zero vector u such that [22] 
dj(u)=Oforj>O, d,,(u) = hv, E(u) = zu. 
The central element Z acts on V(z, h) as a scalar z, called the conformal 
anomaly (or conformal central charge). The operator do is diagonalizable: 
f”(zv h) = 1 V(Z, h)h+jv 
jeZ+ 
where V(z, h), denotes the eigenspace of do with eigenvalue 1. Thus, h is 
the minimal eigenvalue of d,, often called the trace anomaly (or conformal 
dimension) of V(z, h). The character of V(z, h) is defined by 
ch V(z, h)=ch,,(q)= 1 (dim V(z, h)h+j) qh+j (=tr qdo). 
jcL+ 
The Vir-module V(z, h) is called unitary if it carries a positive definite 
Hermitian form with respect to which dj* = dej. 
In the following proposition we summarize the main -results on the 
modules V(z, h) which will be used in the sequel. 
607/70/2-5 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. (a) [22, 9, 14, 281 The following is a complete list 
of pairs (z, h) for which the module V(z, h) is unitary: 
(i) z> 1 and h>O; 
(ii) (z, h) = (z (“‘), h!:)), where z(“‘) is given by (2.7.24), and 
h(m)= [(m+3b-(m+2b12-1 
r,s 4(m+2)(m+3) ’ 
l<s<r<m+l. 
(3.1.2) 
(b)(i) [27,7] For za 1 we have 
h 
ch,,(t) =4 
m* 
(P(4) 
ifh>Oandz>lorh#qwithmEZ,z=l; (3.1.3) 
cb 
1-q =-a 
(P(4) ’ 
ch * =q”2’4u-Qm+1) 
1.m 14 
v(4) 
if men,. 
(ii) [7] For the “d iscrete series” unitary representations we have 
ch,(+;)( t ) = q ~W24p3~), (3.1.4) 
where xi;) is given by (2.7.25). 
3.2. The coset Vir-Modules 
Let 9 be a reductive Lie algebra with a non-degenerate invariant bilinear 
form (. 1. ), and let 8’ be the associated afine algebra. Let V be a g’-module 
such that 
(i) for any vE V and xEg, x(k)u=O for k&-O, 
(ii) all central elements ci act as positive scalars mi on V. 
Then the action of 8’ on V can be extended to the semidirect sum of 8’ and 
Vir (defined by [x(k), d,] = kx(k + j), [g’, c”] = 0, [Vir, c]= 0) as follows 
(see, e.g., [26, 133). 
We define the action of the 4 for each component of 8’ and then take the 
sum of the corresponding operators. Thus, we can assume that g is simple 
or abelian. As usual, we normalize the invariant bilinear form by the 
condition (#[0) = 2 if g is simple. Let 9 be the associated afine algebra and 
let m be the eigenvalue of the central element c. Choose dual bases {ui} 
and (ui} of $, i.e., (uiIui)= 6,, and put 
One checks that these operators are independent of the choice of bases and 
that we obtain a representation of the semidirect sum of 8’ and Vir on V by 
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putting d,, = L; and c”= z,Z, where z, is given by (1.4.2) and (1.4.7). Thus, 
the conformal central charge of Vir on V is 
z=z PFl. (3.2.2) 
This construction is a discrete counterpart of the Sugawara model [37]. 
It is convenient for calculations of trace anomalies to write the energy 
operator Lg in a somewhat different form. Suppose that V is a f-module. 
For A E 8*, a vector u E VA is called singular of weight A if H+(U) = 0. 
Let Oti, be the Casimir operator for the component gci, of 9 (see (3.4.4~) 
below). Recall the following of its properties [23, Chap. 21: 
sZcij commutes with 8, (3.2.3a) 
Q,,,(u) = (&, + 2p I&,) u if u is singular of weight A. (3.2.3b) 
From the construction of the Casimir operator it is immediate that 
Lg=C l 
i 2(mi+ gi) 
sZci) - d. 
Using (3.2.3), this gives us the useful formulas 
L;(u) = (h, - A(d)) u if u is singular of weight A, (3.2.5) 
where h, is given by (1.4.1 and 1.4.7), 
L;=h,,Z-d on L(A),AEP+. (3.2.6) 
Let now jl be a reductive subalgebra of @ such that the restriction of the 
bilinear form (a I a) to 3 is non-degenerate. Then we may define operators 
Lf which give us a repesentation of Vir on V with central charge i,. Put 
L;*/“=L;--Lt. 
LEMMA 3.2 [13]. (a) The operators L;.fi define a representation of Vir 
on V with central charge z, - i,. 
(b) [Lzqfi, fi’] = 0, n E H. 
The Vir-module V given by Lemma 3.2(a) is called the coset module over 
Vir. 
We turn now to a g-module V= L(A), A E P, . Due to Lemma 3.2, the 
subspaces u(A, A) defined in Section 1.6 are invariant under the L;.fi. Thus 
we have a representation of Vir on U(A, A) with central charge z, - i, and 
the minimal eigenvalue of Lg” equal to h, -h, (by formula (3.2.5)). Using 
(3.2.5), (3.2.6), and (1.57) we may rewrite (1.6.3) as 
bf(r; /It) = 4(~/24)(~m-~ti) tru(n,i,)qLtil for A E max(A; fi). (3.2.7) 
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Furthermore, we have the following decomposition of L(A) with respect to 
the direct sum fi’ 0 Vir (see (1.6.2)): 
L(A)= @ J%) 63 U(A 2). (3.2.8) 
%emax(A;j) 
Considering the Vir-module U(A, A) with A E max(A; +) we immediately 
deduce from (3.2.7) that 
b:(? fi) = q-(“24)(zm--ih) c ck ch,,-i,,hn-Al+&), 
ksZ+ 
(3.2.9) 
where ck E ?? + and c0 = mult,,(i; fi). 
We can derive now some additional properties of branching functions. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (a) rf mult,(l; +z) # 0, then h,, -k, 2 0 and 
mult,(l-nS;fi)<mult,(l-(n+l)&b)for n>,l. 
(b) Let z,-iti<l. Then z,--.?,=I-6/(n+2)(n+3) for some 
nEi?+. Zf 1 E max(A; fi) and ck # 0 in (3.2.9), then h, -h, + k = ht,l, from 
the list (3.1.2). In particular, the sum in (3.2.9) is finite. 
(c) Let z, = i,. Then the coset Vir-module L(A) is trivial; in 
particular, h, = h/. if mult,(l; p) # 0. 
(d) Let z, -i, > 1. If A~max(A; fi), then the sum in (3.2.9) is 
infinite. 
Proof. The y-module L(A) carries a positive definite Hermitian form 
(. 1. ) with respect to which x(n)* = w(x)( -n), where w  is the compact 
antilinear anti-involution of 8 [23, Chap. 111. Choose a basis uj of the fixed 
point set of --0 (the compact form of 3) such that (ujluk) = - djk and put 
uj = uj= ivj. Then we see immediately that (L;)* = LB~ and the same is 
true for the Lt. Hence the coset Vir-module L(A) is unitary. In particular, 
it is completely reducible. 
Now the first part of (a) follows from the fact that h, -h, is the confor- 
ma1 dimension of the highest component of the unitary Vir-module 
U(A, A), hence (trivially) must be non-negative. The second part of (a) is 
easily derived by looking at the subalgebra a = Cd _, + Cd, + Cd, of Vir 
isomorphic to &(C). Elements e = d,, h = - 2d0, f = -d-i form its stan- 
dard basis and e* =f: Eigenvalues of h on U(A, A) are -2(h, -AA)- 2n, 
n E h + , and the multiplicity of this eigenvalue is equal to mult,(A - n& j). 
Due to (a) these eigenvalues are non-positive, hence with respect to a the 
space U(A, A) decomposes into a direct sum of at most one l-dimensional 
module (when h, - h, =n =0) and irreducible modules for which the 
eigenvalues of h are of the form - 2(h,, -hi,) - 2n0 - 2n, for some no E Z + 
and all nEi?+, and have multiplicity one. This proves the second part of 
(a). 
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Parts (b) and (c) follow from Proposition 3.1 (a). To prove (d) note that 
if the sum in (3.2.9) were finite, by Proposition 3.1(b) we would obtain that 
bf = P/q(r), where P is a finite sum of powers of q. Since bf is a modular 
function, this is impossible. 1 
Proposition 3.2(d) was proved independently in [3]. 
With respect to &,), the center of 4 we have the weight space decom- 
position 
L(A)= @ L(A)“.. 
N~EJI(Tl, 
Note that each L(/i)p is invariant with respect to Vir@ fi’. Since for 
fi;1)op;*)o ... there exist only a finite number of (unitary) highest 
weight modules of given level, and since the only unitary Vir-module 
V(0, h) is the trivial one (by Proposition 3.1(a)), we obtain the following 
corollary of Proposition 3.2(b) and (c). 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. Let p E & 6, be such that L(A)” # 0. Then with respect 
to #;’ (resp. +’ 0 Vir), the module L(A)p decomposes into a finite sum of 
irreducible submodules tf and only if z, - i, = 0 (resp. z, - i, < 1). 
Remark 3.2. Using asymptotics of branching functions, it is easy to 
show the following: if u(n, I) # 0, then as a Vir-module, iY(/1, A) either 
decomposes into a finite number of irreducible submodules, or the number 
of irreducible submodules with trace anomaly h, -h, + k grows at most 
linearly, or it grows exponentially, as k + co, depending on whether 
z,-A* G Cl, or =l, or >l. 
Another very useful corollary follows using (1.4.5): 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. Zf z, -2, = 0 (resp. < 1) and il E I$+‘) is such that 
62 # 0, then h, - h, E Z (resp. congruent mod Z to one of the numbers of the 
list (3.1.2)). 
3.3. An Application to Finite-Dimensional Lie Algebras 
Here is an application of the inequality given by the conformal 
invariance (Proposition 3.2(a)) to the theory of simple finite-dimensional 
Lie algebras. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let 9 be a complex simple finite-dimensional Lie 
algebra, let A be a Cartan subalgebra, let a,, . . . . ul be a set of simple roots, 
and let 8 = xr aiai be the highest root. Let p be the half-sum of positive roots. 
Let (. 1.) be an invariant bilinear form on 9 normalized by the condition 
(010) = 2 and let g be the dual Coxeter number (so .that Killing form 
=2g( .I.)). Let C,= (z~A*I(zla~)aO, (zle)< 1) be thefundamentalalcove. 
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Let fi be a reductive subalgebra of 9 containing R and let +z = @j +tj be its 
decomposition into a direct sum of abelian and simple components; given 
ZE R*, let z= xi zj be the corresponding decomposition. Let pj denote the 
half-sums of the sets of positive roots of fij, chosen consistently with those of 
8, and let ki= i#z.j)-’ be the inverse of the index of +zj in the adjoint 
representation on 8. Let z E C,. Then the following inequality holds: 
(AZ)-C ki(zilzi) 
i 
Moreover, equality in (3.3.1) holds if and only if z = 0 or z is a special 
fundamental weight for 9 (i.e., a fundamental weight Aj such that aj = 1) and 
the zi are multiples of special fundamental weights for hi. 
Proof: We use freely notations of the paper (though they are not quite 
consistent with notations of the statement of the proposition). Take 
A~P(,“)andput&=Al an+,. Since for the normalized bilinear form (. I .)(ij 
on bj we have 
the inequality h, -xi hi,, 2 0 provided by Proposition 3.2(a) can be written 
as 
4~1~ +@I 
2(m + g) 
(LilAi + 2pi) 2 O. (3.3.2) 
Replacing A by t/l in (3.3.2), where t is a positive integer, we get 
g(Al(A + 2P) 
(nl(n+2P)- (m+g - T ((/I,/ t& + 2pi) - gi’y~gy 2 0. 
(3.3.3) 
Since the coefficient of t’ is 1 A I * - xi I &I * = 0, because p is a regular sub- 
algebra, the coefficient of to must be 20, giving 
2(A\p)-i (AlA)-1 (2(Ailpj)-$ (iilii)) >O* (3.3.4) 
i I 
Put z = m-‘Ji; then, using 
kimg = mgi, (3.3.5) 
inequality (3.3.4) becomes (3.3.1). This proves (3.3.1) since the set of such z 
coincides with the set of rational points in C,. 
Since the minimum of the left-hand side of (3.3.1) can be achieved only 
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in a rational point, it suffices to check cases of equality in (3.3.1) for 
z = m-l& A E P’+“). Suppose that we have equality 
2(nlp)-~(n~n)-~(2(Lil~;)-~(ril~;))=o. (3.3.6) 
I I 
Since the coefficients of t’ and to (in the case of equality) vanish in (3.3.3), 
we obtain from (3.3.3) as t -+ cc that 
(3.3.7 
Substituting (3.3.6) into (3.3.7), we obtain 
(3.3.8 1 
Since g > gi and tii > m, the first factor of each summand of (3.3.8) is 
positive, whereas the second one is non-positive according to (2.6.4). Hence 
we have 
and hence by (3.3.6) we have 
Now Lemma 2.6 completes the proof. 1 
3.4. An Outline of the Theory in the Case of Arbitrary Affine Algebras 
We use notation and terminology of the book [23]. Let 9 = g(X$’ be an 
afhne Kac-Moody algebra of type A’$) with Chevalley generators 
{e,, fi, a; }i=o ,..,,, [23, Chaps. 6 and 81. In each root space pa, we choose a 
basis et’) (i = 1 , . . . . dim g,J such that (ey)ley)) = 6,,-, 6,,]. 
Fix in (I+ l)-tuple s = (so, . . . . s,) of non-negative integers, not all of them 
zero,. and define an element dg) in the Cartan subalgebra 2 of 9 by 
A,(&)) = 0 and aj(&)) = sj for j= 0, . . . . 1. We put n, = xi=, aisi, where the 
ai are labels of the diagram X$) [23, Chap. 41. Then it is easily seen that 
dk)=a;‘n,d+ H,, (3.4.1) 
where H, is an element of R = cf=, @a; defined by ai = s; for 
i = 1, . . . . I, and that 9 decomposes into the sum of eigenspaces of ad(dt)) 
with integral eigenvalues: 
8= 0 Pj. (3.4.2) 
joH 
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One has a family of derivations dJ”) (Jo Z) on the derived subalgebra 8’ 
of 9 defined by 
d,!“‘(e,) = sp?, + jka (3.4.3a) 
d,!“‘(f,)= -Sic-,+jk&. (3.4.3b) 
Following [26,40], we introduce “twisted” Virasoro operators Lj(@) as 
follows. Let 52, = C, E d+ xi e?), e!), and let d!“)(Q,,) = C 1. (&)(eo 
J OL ’ J a e, 
) U) + 
e!, d,!“)(et))). We put 
Lj92’= - l 
ik2ns(m + g) 
d,!“‘(Q,) if j#O. (3.4.4a) 
L&z&“)= -Id-iH,+o, 
ka, kn, 2kn,2 
(3.4.4b) 
where 
f2=2a~1(m+g)d+2v-1(p)+~e~~2+2Q, (3.4.4c) 
is the Casimir operator of 8 [23, Chap. 21 and m is the eigenvalue of c. 
Then we have 
[Lj@‘, x] = -& d,!“‘(x) for XE~‘, (3.4.5) 
s 
Furthermore, given A E P’,“) + C6, introduce the basic quantities 
pJ~~~+2p)-&Ez) ; (HsIfQrn A 2k(m+g) kn, ’ 2kn, 
(trace anomaly), (3.4.7) 
(s)=z,= m 
Z/l - dim I( X,) 
m+g 
(conformal anomaly), (3.4.8) 
S$’ = A$’ _ 1 zy’ 
24 
(modular anomaly). (3.4.9) 
Let now j be an aftine Kac-Moody subalgebra of 9 of type A’$ such 
that the following two properties hold: 
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Pi E pi,, jj E 9 p-S, for some 3, E Z + , i = 0, . . . . i, (3.4.10a) 
2cx (3.4.10b) 
The Virasoro operators L/@) associated to p are defined by formulas 
similar to (3.4.4). Introduce the integer 
r = hi j/kn,. (3.4.11) 
We put 
Lj = 1 q:“’ - qm + &, r2- 1 
r 
Fdimy(XN)--IIf- 
m+ g’ 
(3.4.12) 
The operators Lj commute with the action of fi’, and satisfy the com- 
mutation relations 
[Lj, Lj] = (i-j) Li+ j 
rdimg(X,)L- 
m+g 
Let now L(A), A E P’,“) + @6, be a highest weight g-module. Viewed as a 
b-module, it decomposes into a direct sum of modules L(A), I E @J!) + @8. 
Define the branching functions bf as 
(+(r; $+ j) = q(sjf’-“p’)/r C mult,(A - aA8; fi) q”. (3.4.14) 
0eH 
Noting that 
and 
iZs61g=n,8, (3.4.15a) 
p) n+jka=SjS’+ j LiE z), (3.4.15b) 
we get 
b; +jkh = b” _ b/l 
1. - A+jli$. (3.4.16) 
Recall the adjacent root system A’ introduced in [26], and define the 
numbers a(A) and a(A, M) for A E P’,“‘, ME P$“) as 
a(A) = lF/(m + g) LI”’ n 2 sin n(~+,~a), (3.4.17) 
rea; 
a(A, M) = a(A) trX 
( 
exp - $$n+p)). (3.4.18) 
Here and in (3.4.19), ’ refers to the adjacent root system. 
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In the same way as in the non-twisted case, we prove the transformation 
formula, provided that n, = n, = Cs; 
(3.4.19) 
Needless to say all the results stated above have straightforward 
generalizations to the case when g and fi are sums of alIke and Heisenberg 
algebras, provided that (3.4.10a) and (3.4.10b) hold. 
From (3.4.19), as before, we can deduce asymptotics of the branching 
functions. For example, for the branching functions of the tensor product 
decomposition of L(A’) 0 L(A”) we have, asymptotically as r + 0, 
b$,““(z) N a, 
-- 
’ I pm 4/l’) 4/i”) 0) 
7tilpl* m’ 
( 
mN m’ + mN 
x exp- - -- 
& m’+g+m”+g m’+m”+ g ) 
provided that A’ + ,4” - A E Q. 
4. EXAMPLES 
4.1. Tensor Product Decompositions 
In this section we collect examples of explicit tensor product decom- 
positions, mainly in the cases when z, -2, < 1. We denote, for brevity, by 
I’!;) the Vir-module V(z, h) with z = zCm) (given by (2.7.24)) and h = h!@~) 
(given by (3.1.2)). Its character is given by (3.1.4). We give below the 
decompositions of tensor products of f’-modules (where 8’ is an afline 
algebra) with respect to 8’0 Vir (see Section 3.2). 
(a) A’,‘! Put L(k,A,+ k,A,)=L(k,, k,) for brevity. The results 
mentioned in Section 2.7 can be written as 
L(l-a,u)@L(m-n,n)= C L(m+ 1 -k, k)@ VAyl,k+l, (4.1.1) 
O<k<m+l 
k-n+amodl 
where a=0 or 1. 
(U&O) + L(O,2))0 L(m - n, n) 
=O<k%+2 
L(m + 2 - k k) @ v;“;‘,., + l;,,2 
k-s n.mod2 
(4.1.2a) 
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= O<kFm+2 L(m+2-kk)O V:,m;)l;k+*;O, (4.1.2b) . . 
ken+lmod2 
where P’!‘J! is the Vir,-module V,(z, h) with z = z!“‘) (given by (2.7.35)) and 
h = h$J, where 
h(“!=((m+4)r-(m+2)s)2-4+1 
r,*,e 8(m + 2)(m + 4) 
(4.1.3) 
One also has 
ch P’;;‘, = 2( 1 -6) qz~m”24 x,?$), / , 
where x,YY+$“) is given by (2.7.36). See [14, 281 for details. 
From the above formulas one easily derives the following decom- 
positions of Vir,-modules for E = + (resp. 0), 0 <n <m, 0 < k < m + 2, and 
k=n+l-2cmod2: 
[ VC,‘] + Vi’/] (resp. V$‘-j) 0 V(m) n+l,k+l;e= C ‘!fY-)l.j+l@ vjm+T,i! l~ 
O<j<m+Z 
(4.1.4) 
C (-i)jX;,yXj,y+~)=o 
I<J<Wl+2 
if lQi<m+l,l<k<m+3,andi~k+lmod2. (4.1.5) 
To prove these formulas note that by (4.1.1) we have 
Ul, O)OUL O)+JqO, l)OL(O, 1) 
= [L(2,0) + L(O,2)] 0 [ V’l’l’+ v&q. 
Tensoring both sides with L(m - n, n) and using (4.1.1) and (4.1.2a), we get 
(4.1.4) for E = $. Formula (4.1.4) for E = 0 and formula (4.1.5) are obtained 
by computing L( 1,O) 0 L(0, 1) @ L(m -n, n) = L(0, 1) 0 L(1, 0) @ 
L(m-n,n)=L(l, l)@L(m-n,n)@V$!j. 
Comparing asymptotics for characters of Vir and of Vir, given by 
(2.7.23), (2.7.32), and (2.7.34) we obtain the following decompositions of 
Vir,-modules with respect to Vir: 
vy].,,2 = . . fq2] @ P-y/ ; V$‘j.,,, = vi’: @ vyj , ’ (4.1.6) 
vy).o = 2 q2,, * , 3 , ’ &., = 2 q. I 1 (4.1.7) 
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These decompositions play an important role in [lo]. Note also that 
(2.7.23), (2.7.32), and (2.7.34) together with Proposition 3.2(d) imply that 
the Vir,-module V\‘ji, with m > 1 decomposes into an infinite sum of 
Vir-modules. 
Remark 4.1.1. Only for m = 1 (see (4.1.6) and (4.1.7)) and m=2, the 
functions $.J are linear combinations of functions of the form fJq (since 
for m > 2, these functions are > l-singular). Here are expressions for m = 2: 
Next we show how to derive all tensor product decompositions, obtained 
in [28] by a lengthy argument, using conformal and modular invariance 
constraints. 
(b) E$‘): We have 
S2L(A,) = Lpi,)@ vyl’+ L(A,) 0 vg, (4.1.8) 
A2L(A,) = L(A,)@ vg. (4.1.9) 
To give tensor product decompositions of level 1 with level 2 modules of 
E&l), we put 
u1.7 = L(4hOW4), u5.1, =w4d@W,), u,,, =U&)@W,); 
L, = L(34, L2 = L(4), L3 = L(A, + A,), L, = L(A,+ A,), L, = L(A,). 
Then we have, with respect to g’@Vir, 
u,= c Lk @ ( vfy + vg,. (4.1.10) 
k = 1,3,5,7,9 
The proof is based on Proposition 3.2(b), Corollary 3.2.2, and asymptotics 
(2.7.15) and (2.7.23). Let us demonstrate it on the example of U,,,. Using 
Corollary 3.2.2 we have 
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Asymptotically as t + 0, we have (2.5.10), (2.7.15), and (2.7.23), hence 
a(A,) a(2/1,) a(3&) = J2/33 sin G 
( 
7n 
sin 6 + a, sin E 
) 
, 
n(n,)a(2A,)n(n,)=@sing 
( 
a,sinA+a3sing ,.... 
) 
Using the values of the a(n) from Section 2.2, we derive 
m=sinz 
12 
+ a, sin E = a2 sin A + ~1~ sin E, 
from which we see that a, = a, = a3 = 1. 
All other examples of this section are derived easily by the same method. 
Also, we use (2.5.11) for decomposing L(,~)@L(LI)=S~L(LI)+LI*L(~). 
(c) E$‘): We put 
u1= S2L(A,), u* = L(4)) Q L(A,), u3 = A2L(A,); 
L, = L(24, L* = L(A, + A,), L3 = L(A,), L, = L(A,). 
Then we have, with respect to 8’ 0 Vir, 
uj= c L,@Vj,z,,. (4.1.11) 
l<k<4 
kzjmod2 
(d) A $I): We put 
u, = S2L(AlJ, uj = L(A,)@ L(A,), us = A*L(A,); 
L, = L(2A,), L, = L(A, + A,). 
Then we have, with respect to 9’ @Vir, 
uj = c Lk @ vi;:. 
k=l,3 
(e) Er): We put 
u, = PL(A,), u3 = L(A,)@ L(A,), us = PL(A,); 
L, = L(2A,), L3 = L(A, + A,), L, = L(&). 
Then with respect to 9’ 0 Vir we have 
uj= c Lk@ vj,;‘. 
k = 1.3.5 
(4.1.12) 
(4.1.13) 
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(f) Gil): We put 
u, = S2L(A,), u3 = S2L(A,), us = L(A,) Q L(A,), 
u7 = A2L(A,), u, = A*L(A,); 
L, = L(2A,), L3 = L(2/1,), L, = L(A, + A,), L, = L(A,). 
Then with respect to 8’ @ Vir we have 
Uj= 1 LkQ ViTJ* (4.1.14) 
k = 1.3.5,7 
(g) I;k’): We put 
u1= S2L(A,), u3 = S*L(AJ, us = L(A,) @ L(A,), 
u7 = /12L(A‘J, ug = A*L(A& 
L, = L(2&), L, = L(2&), L, = L(A, + A,), L, = L(A,), Lg = L(A,). 
Then with respect to g’@Vir we have 
uj= 1 Lk @ v,!“k’ , . 
k = 1.3.5,7.9 
Remark 4.1.2. These examples cover all cases of tensor products with 
the coset central charge z, -2, < 1. 
Here is an example of the coset central charge = 1. 
(h) Oil): Using the modular invariance, we obtain 
ch’,& = (fdv) CL, + (lfdq)( -CL,, + ch;,, + ch;,, + ch;,,) 
+ U-4.2/~) ch>, ; 
chL,chL, = (fdy~) chi,,,, + (f4,3/v) chL3+n~. 
4.2. Conformal Pairs 
In this section we consider the case when branching functions b$ are 
constants, and hence bf = mult,(l; b). According to Theorem B(a) this is 
equivalent to 
z,=&. (4.2.1) 
We also have in this case that s, -SA E Z if by #O (see (1.6.3)), or 
equivalently, by (1.4:4), 
h, -k,d if b: #O. (4.2.2) 
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It is easy to show [ 15, 311 that (4.2.1) implies that g can be assumed sim- 
ple and that m = 1. The pair (3, &) such that (4.2.1) holds for m = 1 is 
called a conformalpair. Thus, according to Corollary 3.2, (8,s) is a confor- 
ma1 pair if and only if the decomposition of an eigenspace of the center of 
3 on a f-module of level 1 is finite with respect to p. A version of this fact 
was established in [15]. 
The case 6 c @ = so( I’) had been studied in [25, 151. Namely, in the case 
when the F-module V is an isotropy representation of a symmetric space, 
an explicit decomposition of the spin g-module with respect to p was found 
in [ZS], provided that the $-module V has no zero weight. It has been 
shown in [ 151 that the pair (SO( I’), $) is conformal if and only if the 
&-module V is an isotropy representation of a symmetric space. A list of all 
conformal pairs was given in [31]. An algorithm, based on (2.5.12)- 
(2.5.14), for finding decompositions of level 1 g-modules with respect to p 
when (8, fi) is a conformal pair, was given in [42] and applied to obtain 
all these decompositions in the case of an exceptional 8. 
The following proposition describes the decomposition of any level 1 
g-module L(n) with respect to # when $Z is a regular subalgebra of @ and 
(3, &.) is a conformal pair. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let $ be a regular (i.e., containing Z) subalgebra of 8. 
One knows that flu { -t3} then contains the set of simple roots Ii of &. 
(a) (8; 6) is a conformal pair if and only tf#Ii contains all short roots 
of Ii (in the simply-laced case all roots are considered to be long). 
(b) Let A EP(‘) and let for WET, + 3 
S,(A)= {w.A+alaEQ}, L&f)= 0 L(A),. 
~Esv(~) 
Then, if (g, 6) IS a conformal pair, the irreducible decomposition of the 
g-module L(A) with respect to b is 
L(A)= @ L(A 1. (4.2.3) 
WE Tmod? 
In particular, if iii= (Ru { -~})\{a,}, we have ai summands in the decom- 
position (4.2.3). 
Proof The proof of (a) is straightforward. It is also clear that (4.2.3) is 
a direct sum decomposition as #.-modules. Thus, to prove (b) one needs 
only to show that the L,(A) are irreducible +-modules. 
We divide the components ~;ci, of fi into two classes: 
(A) ficik is simply-laced and tizi= 1; 
(B) +z(~) is not simply-laced or iiz, > 2. 
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Note the following facts: 
(1) #z. has at most one component from class (B); 
(2) if b(i) is from class (A) and I, p E ayli, + C6 are Q(i,-congruent, 
then I-p~iGi and /ik-/i,oZ; 
(3) if Fiji, is from class (B) and 1, p E @$$) + C6 are &-congruent 
and 1- p +! Z6, then ~j. - h, # Z, except for the case 3 = C,, which will be 
considered separately. 
It follows from (4.2.2) that for an irreducible component oi L(&) of the 
h-module L,,,(A) we have h, = xi kni. But by (l)-(3) this can be only the 
highest component, proving (b) except for the case @ = C,. 
The remaining case is @ = C, and $ = A,- r 0 8r. We treat this case using 
asymptotics of characters. The a&e algebra fi = Al?, OR, is mapped in 
g=Cj’)insuchawaythatoi,=a,for l<k<Z-l,oi,=~~=,~~aresimple 
roots of Aj?, , and 2, = Ch, where h = cj=, jajv . We identify Q/Q with Z 
by the map a = xi=, nkak + n, - n,, and let w, denote an element of T 
mod p corresponding to n E Z under this isomorphism. 
Now we consider the decomposition of a C{‘)-module L(nj) with respect 
to #. Let J.( j, n) denote the highest weight of the highest component of the 
b-module &,(/ii). It is easy to see that 
A(j,n)lnjy,=Ak+Ak-P l(j,n)(h)=2k-j-2sZ, 
A(j, n)(d)= -s*l--(j--k), 
where k and s are the unique integers such that n = sl+ (j - k) and 
O<k<l-1. Thus we have 
L,“(nj)=,i(~,+R,_j)Ot(2k-j-2sl), 
and so we get an inclusion 3 in 
I- 1 
,?,(,I,)= C C i(A,+/i,-j)@&2k-j-2sl). 
k=O sEZ 
(4.2.4) 
To prove the equality, we compute the asymptotic behavior of both sides 
of (4.2.4) at (r,O, 0) as’ 7 + 0 using (2.5.1) and (2.5.2): 
L.H.S. N a(nj) enizV2*, 
I- 1 
R.H.S. - (21)-l/* C b(A, + Akpj) e~i~l~+~~_j/l*r+~i/l*r, 
k=O 
since, by (2.3.5), 
1 chL(2k-j-2sl)-(21)-“*ei”~‘*‘. 
SEZ 
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Noting that a(/i,) = c,. j, ci(j, + /i,+ j) = (2/f)“2c,, j (see Section 2.2), and 
z,, = z/j k+Jk-, + 1, one sees that the asymptotics of both sides of (4.2.4) 
coincide. Thus equality holds in (4.2.4), hence L,,,(nj) is irreducible. m 
Remark 4.2.1. Many cases of this proposition may be found in [26]. 
Here are some special cases of Proposition 4.2, which will be used in the 
sequel: 
G\“3,4 $‘)@A’,‘): 
L(Ao)=i(Lio)&q3jio)+i(/i,)~L(3&), (4.2.5a) 
L(n2)=t(/i,)O~(ji,+2;i,)+t(~,)O~(2ji,+ji,). (4.2.5b) 
Fp 3 A\“@ C$l’: 
(4.2.6a) 
(4.2.6b) 
L(A,)= ; i(a+))&qoj.&), (4.2.7) 
j=O 
where o is the rotational (order 3) symmetry. 
Below are some examples of non-regular conformal pairs and the 
corresponding decompositions. All of them are easily derived by using 
(4.2.2) and (or) asymptotics (2.3.9). 
L(A,) = L(2A,) + i(2L&), 
L(A,)=i(Ao+A,), 
L(Ai) = L(/i,) if 2<i</-1, 
L(A,) = L(2/i,). 
A@ 1 3 Dj? 
(4.2.8a) 
(4.2.8b) 
(4.2.8~) 
(4.2.8d) 
q/f,) = L(210) + i(2A,), (4.2.9a) 
L(A,) = L(2A,) +&2/i,_ ,), (4.2.9b) 
L(A,)=L(A,+A,), L(A,& ,) = i(A,- * + A,), (4.2.9~) 
L&Ii) = L(/i,) if 2<i<l--2. (4.2.9d) 
6Ql/70/2-6 
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L(A,) = L(&) + i(/i,), (4.2.10a) 
L(Ai) = L(A,) if i=l,5. (4.2.10b) 
L(A,) = i(A,) @ L(ji,) + L(/i,) @L(A)) 
L(A,)=t(~,)OE(ji,)+t(/i,)oL(ji,). 
E&‘)IG$‘)@F(,‘): 
L(A,)=L(A,)@L(&J +i(A*)@L(ji,). 
(4.2.1 la) 
(4.2.11b) 
(4.2.12) 
Remark 4.2.2. If 3 is a simple Lie algebra of rank 1, then (so(g), 8) is a 
conformal pair, where @ c so($) via the adjoint representation. It is easy to 
show that the spin representation of the orthogonal affine algebra is a 
2C”-“‘21-multiple of i(p) with respect to 9 [25]. Furthermore, using that 
and 
ch;,( - l/t) = 22”*(ch;, - ch;,)(r) for B!’ ), 
NC,-, + WJ - l/t) = WG, - chh,)t4 for D!‘), 
we deduce the decompositions for the remaining level one representations 
of orthogonal afline algebras restricted to 8: 
Wo) = C L(n); L(A+J R &A), (4.2.13) 
Re@nR+ +” - 
whereR,={&&+w.p-PlwEm,detw= &l}. Wealsohavefor1E@ 
that 
2”‘*“ri(l, p) = det w  if J=&&+w.p-p, we k,and =Ootherwise. 
(4.2.14) 
4.3. The Case of the Coset Central Charge -c 1 
In this section we calculate branching functions in the case when the 
coset Vir-module has central charge 0 < z, -2, c 1. A list of such cases is 
given in [3]. The main tools are Proposition 3.2, especially its 
Corollary 3.2.2, asymptotics, and SL,(Z)-invariance of the linear span of 
branching functions. 
(a) EQ’)IAQ’), m=2: 
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(they form a &congruence class). Then 
(Note that for this pair, S2 = { (2&; ~9 -2/i,), s = 0, 1,2}.) Here CJ denotes 
the rotation of order 3 of the Dynkin diagram of A;‘). 
(b) E$‘)I A$‘), m = 2: 
L(24) = [i(2k,) + L(2A,)] @ v\Tl+ [i(2/i,) + L(2&)] @I VQ 
-ki(&+A,)o V:~~+L(/i*+R,)@ v$, (4.3.2a) 
U-4,) = -GA, + A,) 0 vf/ + [L(/i, + A,) + L(A, + A,)] @I V$ 
+ci(/i,+/i,)+i(~,+~,)]ov::,,+i(li,+~,)~v~~:, 
(4.3.2b) 
wo+4= Ci(/i,+/i,)+t(R,+R,)+i(~,+/i,)+i(li,+~6)] 
0 P-g+ c&i, +A,)+t(/i,4A,)]@ q, (4.3.2~) 
UA,) = [L(2/i,) + i(2A,) + i(2/i,) + L(2A,)] @ V$fl 
-t[i(/i,+R,)+L(R,+/i,)]o q*z . . (4.3.2d) 
(Note that for this pair, s2 = I(2& 2&), (2&2&), (2A,, 2&), 
wt, m, (A,, Al + R‘J, (As, A, + A,)).) 
(c) q’=JA, 0 , (l) + A(‘), m = 2: 
Put LI = L(2Al.4, Lj = Lpi, + A,), L5 = L(&); Ml = L(2Al), M3 = 
L(A, + A,), MS = L(A,). Then 
Lj = [i(Z&) @ i’(2&)) + i(2/i,) @ i’(2&)] @ vp 
+[i(~,+/i,)O~(2;1,)+i(/i,+/i,)~~(2;i,)]OV,c~) 
+ [i(/i,+R,)o~(2ji,)+i(/i2+/i,)8~(2ji,)J0 v$) 
+ [i(2A,)@L(2&) + t(2A,)@L(2&)] @I V$’ 
+i(/i,+/i,)oL(ji,+ji,)o[v~,~‘+ VJ,,56)] 
+ [t(~,+~2)+i(/i,+/i,)]o~(ji,+;I,)oV~,5,J, (4.3.3a) 
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Mj=[t(2/i,)~,(zji,)+i(2~i,)OL(2ji,) 
+i(2~,)0~(2ji,)+t(2/i,)0~(2ji,)]O vp 
+ Ci(~,+/i,)oE(2ji,)+i(/i,+R,)ot(2ji,) 
+i(~,+~,)~~(2ji,)+i(/i,+/i,)o~(2;1,)]8v,!~’ 
+ Cm, +/i,)~~(2jl,)+L(~,+~,)oE(zjl,) 
+i(/i,+~*)o~(ajl,)+i(~,+~,)O~(zji,)]~~v,!~) 
+ C@mL(2&) + i(2A,)@L(2&) 
+L(2/i,)8t(2ji,)+i(2/i,)~~(2jj,)] @ V,!.‘7’ 
+ Ct(/i,+/i,)+t(/i,+~,)+t(/i,+/i,)+i(/i,+~,)] 
6E(A,+&)@ V$) 
+Ci(/i,+/i,)+i(~,+/is)]~t(;l,+ji,)~[V~~)+v~P]. 
(4.3.3b) 
(d) Bj’) I Dj’), m = 1: 
W,)=i(ri,)O v\y+t(A,-,)@ vyj, where c=Oor 1; (4.3.4a) 
L(4) = [i(A,- ,) + @,)I c3 Vf2). (4.3.4b) 
(e) F(41)3B$‘), m= 1: 
w,)=i(&)o Fqf]+ti(A,)@l Jqfi’+L((i‘@ vg (4.3.5a) 
Jw,)=L(&)O vyj+&l,)@ vyj++(&)@l v&y (4.3.5b) 
(f) F$‘)xA$‘)QA!‘), m= 1: 
W,)= [t(~,)oE(2jl,)+t(~,)O~(2ji,)]~ vyl’ 
+ [i(~i,)o~(2ji,)+~(~,)o~(2j1,)]~ VQ 
+ ci(~i,)+i(~,)lo~(ji,+jl,)o vyj, (4.3.6.a) 
W,)= [i(/i,)o~(2;1,)+i(li,)~~(2ji,)]o vg 
+ [t(d,)oL(2&) + i(A,)@L(2&)] @ vyj 
+ [t(/i,)+i(~,)]~~(ji,+ji,)~ vyj. (4.3.6.b) 
(g) G~)IA$‘), m= 1: 
W,) = &im IT\‘! + vyq + [Q/i,) + Q/i,)] @ vyj, (4.3.7a) 
W,) = Jwi,)O cvg + v&q + [Q/i,) +&I,)] @I vg. (4.3.7b) 
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(h) Cjl)~C~I),0,4!‘), m= 1: 
L(A J = 1 Q/i,) Q L(ji,) Q vj’yly+, . (4.3.8) 
O<j</- 1 
k=O,l 
J+k=imodZ 
(i) E~‘)ID~‘), m=2: 
L(2Ao) = Ci(2&) + Jg2&)] 0 vy,, + L(/i,) Q vyi + i(li, + A,) Q vgj, 
(4.3.9a) 
L(/i,)=Ct(2/i,)+t(2/i,)lQV~fl+i(/i,)QV’,’,’+t(ri,+/i,)QV~tz). 
(4.3.9b) 
(S*= WON 2~oh wo, m, (A,, A), (A,, A,+ A,,>.> 
(j) E(s’)3A(,1)@E$1), m=2: 
(k) G$‘)zA(,‘)@A!‘), m=2: 
We put 
(4.3.9c) 
(4.3.10a) 
(4.3.10b) 
(4.3.1Oc) 
L, = L(2Jfo), L3 = L(2Az), Ls = L(A, + A,), L, = L(A,), 
n;r,=i(2~,)Q~(6jio)+i(2/i,)QE(6jl,), 
n;r,=i(2/io)0t’(2jio+4ji,)+t(2/i,)~,(4jld+2jl,), 
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Then 
Li= i ni,@ V$’ (i= 1, 3, 5, 7). 
j=l 
(4.3.11) 
(S,= {(2/1,;2/i,@6&,), (2/1,;2/i,@6ji,)}.) 
(1) fil) 3 A’,‘)@ Ci’), m = 2: 
We put J,=2A,, &=2A4.3L5=A0+A4, &=A,, &,=A,, 
Aa, =t(2/i,)0~(2ji,)+i(2/i,)0E(2;j~), 
n;r,=t(2/i,)0~(2ji,)+t(2~,)0~(2ji,), 
n;l,=i(2~,)0~(ji,+ji,)+i(2/i,)6E(ji, +A,), 
n;i,=i(2&)@L(ji, +ji,)+i(2/i,)O~(jjo+ji2), 
n;r,=t(ali,)oL(2ji,)+i(2/i,)O~(2ji,), 
Aif,, =i(2~,)~~(2ji,)+~(2~i,)o~(2jI,), 
if, = L(A, + A,)@ [L(& + A,) + L(ii, + ii,)], 
~2=h,,=t(/i,+/i,)O~(ji,+ji,), 
n;r4=n;r,=t(R,+/i,)oi’(ji,+;I,). 
Then 
(4.3.12) 
(S, = {(2A,; 2& 2&J, (2Ao; 2&, 2&)}.) 
Note that examples (a)-(l) exhaust all pairs (g, jz) for which & is a 
maximal regular subalgebra and 0 c z, -2, c 1. The example (h) was 
worked out in [38]; we shall return to this example in Section 4.6. 
4.4. Weight Multiplicities 
In this section we collect examples of calculations of branching functions 
in the case of the pair (g, Z), i.e., 9 is an affine algebra of type Xj’) and A is 
the homogeneous Heisenberg subalgebra. As has been pointed out, this 
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gives explicit weight multiplicities of the corresponding g-modules (cf. 
(1.6.4)). 
PROPOSITION 4.4.1. Here is a complete list of non-zero branching 
functions for a level 1 module L(A) over an afJie algebra of type Xl’) with 
respect to A: 
(i) O<k,<rfor 1 <r<l and k,=i, 
(ii) k,=rmod2ifr<jandk,rjmod2tfr>j. 
Proof Case (a) has already appeared as Example 2.6. Cases (bk(e) are 
proved by using the coset representation of Vir ((a) is easily proved 
by this method too). Cases (b) and (c) are immediate by using 
Proposition 3.2(b) and asymptotics. Case (d) follows from (4.2.6a) and 
(4.2.6b) from (a) for A’,‘), and from (e) for C$‘) using the inclusion 
A, + C3 c F4. In fact, we get the following relations between branching 
functions b$ := $ b (t; F$‘), R) and &, := b$,(q C\‘), A): 
The ( by far) most difficult case (e) is treated by using the decomposition 
of the C{i)-module L(AJ with respect to the subalgebra Cl!, @ A’,‘). We 
will use a dot (resp. double dot) to signify objects of Cl!, (resp. A\‘)). Our 
embedding on simple. coroots is as follows: 
6 .Y = c1 .Y I I for O<i<l-2, a,: 1 = arve, + cr,” ; 
HO .. ” = cc; + . . . + a,“_ 1) a1 -v =a;. 
Let E(P) = 0 if p < 1 and ~(1) = 1. Using the decomposition (4.3.8) and (a) 
for A’,‘), we deduce immediately that 
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Now (e) follows from the following fact about the sets T,(i, p): the map 
T,(C P)--+ u T,-l(i P-E(P)), 
O<jC/-I 
j+a(p)-imod 
defined by (k,, . . . . k,) H (k,, . . . . k,- r), is bijective. 1 
Remark 4.4.1. Case (a) was originally proved in [21], (b) in [26], and 
(c) and (d) in a different form in [26]. Case (e) was stated as an open 
problem in [23]. 
Now we turn to branching functions b$(r; 8, R) of level 2. 
From (4.2.4) we deduce immediately that 
b;;;$(Ap, A) = bp(q,, A) if k>iandi+k=j. (4.4.2) 
The cases when 9 is an exceptional afline algebra are derived using the 
decompositions from Section 4.3. For example, using (4.3.1) we can express 
the branching functions b$(E, , (l) A) of level 2, in terms of those of AQ’) and 
Virasoro characters for m = 9, which by (4.4.2) expresses them in terms of 
branching functions b/l,(C, , (l) A) of level 1 and Virasoro characters for 
m = 9. Combining this with Proposition 4.4(e), we derive the following 
beautiful result. Here b “M := b:‘,(r; lq’, A), 6; := b$z; cc,;‘, A). 
b;% = F; + 6;) by” = a:, + I$) by0 = 6; + 5; ; (4.4.3a) 
b:~,=~:+~~,b~:=9:+6”:,b~:=b”:+a~; (4.4.3b) 
b$,, = 5; + &O, bj; = 5; + &O, b$; = 6; + &O. (4.4.3c) 
Therefore we have 
b;$‘= b;;, b2,:o = b;;, b$,, = b;;. (4.4.4) 
One of these coincidences has been numerically checked previously in [41]. 
Remark 4.4.2. One can prove that simpler formulas hold for weight 
multiplicities of IQ’): 
1 mulLi,(h -na) q” =$$ (opt + 16q(p(q4)*), 
II20 
1 mult,,(2A,--6) q"= fq-'q(q)-"cp(q')-'(cp( -q)16- rp(q)16 
?I>0 
+ 256q2dq4Y6), 
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where (p(q) = nj,, (1 - qj). From this and (4.1.9) we deduce 
ch,mn,,) = C p@)( - 1-$(1/A)) e”. (4.4.5) 
AE~Ao+Q 
Using this we can calculate some root multiplicities of the Kac-Moody 
algebra E,,. 
Recall that it follows from (2.6.17) that the multiplicity of a root 
a=a-, +koao+ ... + ksa, of E,, is p’*‘( 1 - f(ala)). We can show that the 
multiplicity of a root a = 2a _ 1 + k,a, + ... + k*a, of E,, is equal to 
[( 1 - t(ala)), where 
This will appear in a forthcoming paper [29]. 
Remark 4.4.3. Examples of Proposition 4.4.1, examples given by (4.4.2) 
and (4.4.3), together with examples f=E$‘) or ELI) (m= 2) which can be 
treated in the same way as (4.4.3) by making use of (4.3.2) and (4.3.3), and 
also example f=A’,‘) (m=2or3) contain all possibilities of triples 
(8, R, m) with z, - 1~ 1. In the last case, 9 = A\‘), we have 
We conclude this section by calculating all branching functions b$, = 
b$,(r; A) for 9 = A\‘) using only their transformation properties. This was 
obtained in [26] as a result of a lengthy calculation. 
Fix a positive integer m and consider the lattice, L = Z2 with quadratic 
form B((x, y)) = 2(m + 2) x2 - 2my2. Put for j, kE Z (see Section 1.7) 
~~,~)=~L~p(jk), where . . p(j,k) = ($j(m + 2)-l, $km-‘). 
Explicitly, if j + k + 1 = 0 mod 2 we have [26] 
ej,; )= c (sign x) 4 (m+2).x-??I$. , (4.4.8) 
(X..~)fR2 
- 1x1 c y s IXI 
(~.y)or(l/2~.~,1/2+y)~~(j,k)+2~ 
8,;)=qb(l+b,q+b2q2+ . ..). (4.4.9) 
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wherebi~Zandb=~j2(m+2)-‘-~k2m-‘+max(0,~(k-j+1)).Wea1so 
have 
e,‘,, = ep-, = -e(m) - (j(m) 
*Cm+*)-j,k- 2(m+2)+j,2m+k~ 
ej~)=ep~2-jm-k if j+k+l=O mod2, 
egy = e?J 2 k = 0. 
Then (1.7.8) can be rewritten as follows for 1 < j< m + 1, 0 <k < 2m - 1, 
j+k=l mod2: 
(4.4.10) 
r+s=lmod2 
Now we can easily prove the following 
PROPOSITION 4.4.2. b;;;(z, A’,‘), A) = V(T)-* f9,!m,),,k(z) ifj= k mod 2, and 
= 0 otherwise. 
Proof Using (2.6.7) we have 
b<;; -i = (m(m+2))-‘I* 1 
( ) 
sin KU+ W+ 1) 
ocrcm-1 m+2 
cos $ b@). 
0 c-5 <-*ml - 1 
rEsmod2 
We also have 
where 
6;;; = q5(l +b”,q+ ..*), 
6=$(j+l)*(m+2)-‘-ik*rn-‘+max(O,f(k-j))-A. 
Comparing these with (4.4.9) and (4.4.10) and using Lemma 1.7.1, the 
proof follows. 1 
An interesting, “critical” case is m = 4, for which the coset central charge 
is 1. Using modular invariance (Lemma 1.7.1) we can derive the formulas 
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4.5. Supersymmetry 
Let g be a reductive Lie algebra and & its reductive subalgebra so that 
we have the corresponding homomorphism fi + 9 of afline algebras. 
Let I’ be a finite sum of integrable highest weight g-modules. We call the 
triple (8; fi; V) supersymmetrizable if the coset Vir-module I’“+ can be 
extended to a Vir, module (E = 0 or f) such that Vir, commutes with fi. If 
all integrable highest weight g-modules of given level m can be combined 
into sums, say Vi, such that all triples (8; fi; Vi) are supersymmetrizable, 
we say that the triple (8; if;; m) is supersymmetrizable. 
The first examples of supersymmetrizable triples have been found in 
[14, 271; it is 
(A\‘)@A\‘); A\‘); (m, 2)), mEZ+. 
We give below some more examples. The variety of these examples 
indicates that the problem of classifying all supersymmetrizable triples is 
very interesting. Of course, we have always the superconformal invariance 
constraint of supersymmetrizability: if the quantity z, -2, is less than 3. 
then it is one of the numbers zp) given by (2.7.35), m E Z, , and also 
h, - hA must be from the list (4.1.3) if bf # 0 and 1 E max(A; #z). These con- 
ditions are not sufficient, however. 
In the examples below we verify supersymmetrizability on the level of 
characters. We do not know, however, how to construct the odd generators 
of Vir,. The proofs are based on the modular invariance constraints (since 
we do not know whether we can use the superconformal invariance 
constraints). 
We start with the most beautiful example: 
(a) (156’); A$‘)@Ei’); 2): 
We put 1, = 2&,, A5 = ji, + ji,, 1, = & for @,I) and pi =2/i,, p3 = A, + A, 
forA~‘);let~j~=CljO~,andR={~j~Ij=1,3;k=1,3,5}.Letadenotethe 
clockwise rotation by 2n/3 of the Dynkin diagrams of Ai’) and Ei*). Then 
we have 
b:,.,=b: for /i=2A,,A,,orA,andA~R. (4.5.lc) 
(Note that b~=OifA#Rua.Rua*-R.) 
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To prove these formulas we calculate, using (r, 
Hence we have 
1 4 
ci(ddjk, d’&)=-- 
njr nks 
- 3fi sin 5 sin -. 7 (4.5.ld) 
Using the transformation property of branching functions (Theorem A(a)), 
(4.5.ld) implies (4.5.1~). Using the values of a(n, M) for I?&‘) and (4.5.ld), 
we see that the left- and right-hand sides of (4.5.la) and (4.5.lb) obey the 
same transformation formula under the substitution T --, - l/z. Finally, the 
multiplicity of the pole at ice is negative for all these functions except for 
b:f; and x$,~, when it is &z~‘l. Now (4.5.la) and (4.5.lb) follow by 
Lemma 1.7.1. 
(b) (C$‘)@C$‘); C$“;m=(l, 1)): 
We can prove the decomposition below by the method of principal 
specialization [23, Chap. lo] on the level of characters, but we don’t know 
how to construct the odd operators of Vir,: 
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Remark 4.5. Here are some other possible cases of supersymmetrizable 
triples: 
(Ey’; Ay’@A, , (I)* 2), the coset central charge is zLa); 
(I?$‘); E6’)O A, ; 2), the coset central charge is zv). 
4.6. Duality 
Consider now two triples (8; #z; m) and (g; 3; 6). They are called dual to 
each if there exist bijections cp: P’+“) + Py) and cp: Py) + &‘) such that 
There are a few dual triples known by now (see [ 17, 18, 391). We give 
below one more example of a dual triple, which we find especially 
remarkable. Presumably, all these examples are special cases of a general 
duality law. A remark which follows immediately from asymptotics (2.5.5) 
is that for dual triples one must have 
z,-i,=z,-~~. (4.6.1) 
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Our dual triples are 
PROPOSITION 4.6. One has the equality of branching functions 
b4~.A/-n;j(~; ~‘,l)eA 
4, ‘1”, A’,“) = bj;,q(z; C, cl), C;“$ Cl’,,). (4.6.2) 
HereO<s<I, O<i<n, O<j<l-n, s=i+jmod2. 
Proof: For simplicity of notation, we put 
A;’ :&$I~.~/-n;,(q A\“@A’,“, A’,“), 
C’ := bjl d (z; Cl”, Cjj’@ Cl’,,), 
,;; := &;r’; Cl”, 4). 
The matrix (b,!‘)i)~,j=O is invertible [26, Proposition 4.183; let ({i’)j)f,j=, be 
the inverse matrix. Formula (4.6.2) will follow from the more precise 
formula 
(4.6.3) 
The proof of the latter formula is based on another interesting duality, 
(4.6.4) 
This is easily proved by combining (4.1.1) and Proposition 4.4.1 (e). 
Formula (4.6.4) implies 
chl,,.. = 1 <;I” ch;,-j chx,. (4.6.5) 
Q<jCI 
Using consecutively (4.6.4) and (4.6.5), we obtain 
Win,, chl,-,, = 1 c ti”)f’ <jI-n)r bj$ ch& (4.6.6) 
OCSdl ocp<n 
O<r<I--n 
Thus, we have established expression (4.6.3) for Afj. 
It remains to show that C; j is given by the same expression. We have, by 
the definition, 
ch’L(A,; Cl”) = C c,j ch’t(At; Cl”) ch’&jli; Cl’,,). (4.6.7) 
O<i<n 
0s j<l--n 
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Given O<p<n and O<r<l-n, let 
A.,,=A,+ i ja,+j-,+r ‘2’ or,+fra,. 
j= 1 j=n+r 
Then we have 
~p.rlc$%cjl),=/ipO&, 
I,,, is W-equivalent to Ap+ I, 
ifp+rzs mod2, then A,,EP(A,;C~~))+@~. 
From (4.6.7) and (4.6.8) we obtain 
Multiplying both sides of (4.6.9) by 
we obtain expression (4.6.3) for c,j. 1 
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(4.6.8a) 
(4.6.8b) 
(4.6.8~) 
(4.6.9) 
Remark 4.6.1. Let b;(z) denote the left- (or right-) hand side of (4.6.2). 
We have 
b& ’ 
( ) 
-- = 
z c cl;i,r cn;j,s cl- n;/c,t bi,bh 
where cl;j,k are given by (2.2.12). This would give a simple “modular 
invariance” proof of Proposition 4.6 if we had a simple way to establish 
equality of polar parts. 
Remark 4.6.2. For n = I- 1, Proposition 4.6 recovers, using (4.1.1), the 
decomposition (4.3.8). Taking m + 2 in place of m and n = m, and compar- 
ing (4.6.2) with (2.7.26) and (2.7.27), we obtain the branching functions for 
the decompositions of C,,, + 2 (l) -modules with respect to C~)@C~‘): 
b$,Ao + bjJ,az = Xlm+)l,j+ 1;1/23 
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These formulas indicate that there may be a kind of “mixed” supersym- 
metry here; namely, on the sum of submodules for C$‘) with highest weights 
of the form jl, + @6 and ji, + @6 (resp. ji, + C6) there may be an action of 
Vir r,* (resp. Vir,) commuting with Ct ) 0 Cl’). 
4.7. On Invariant Subspaces in the Space of Virasoro and Affine Characters 
One may study the modular invariance constraints from a different point 
of view, closely related to recent developments in statistical mechanics 
[6, 16,431. Let V,, denote the linear span over C of all xl;J, 
1~ s 6 r Q n + 1. An S&(Z)-invariant subspace of V, which is spanned by 
some linear combinations of the xl;: with coefficients from Z + , such that 
$J occurs in one of them with a positive coefficient is called admissible. 
CONJECTURE 4.7.1. The following is a complete list of admissible sub- 
spaces of V,,, different from V,,,: 
(al) m=4n-3 (resp.=4n-2), n=2, 3, . . . . 
V:,=(~~r”,)~16s<rdm+l,sodd(resp.rodd)} 
u MI;! (rew x2n,s (“)))ldr<2n-1 (resp. l<s<2n)} 
u { x!T;! + x!lnqjl_ 2k (resp. xi?,: + xii;; 2k,s) (1 < r < 2n - 1 
(resp. 16 s < 2n), 1 < k < n - 1 }; 
(a2) m = 4n - 1 (resp. = 4n), n = 1,2, . . . . 
V:,=(x!~)+x!T”,‘+~_,(resp.~!~)+~~~~-,,)ll~r~2n 
(resp. 2n + l), 1 <s < 2n + 1, s (resp. r) odd}; 
(bl) V~={V~~~+x~I)7),x~~~+x~~~~,x~~~+x~l)g)Ir=1,3,~,7,9}; 
(b2) V;, = {x!f:’ + #‘, x!,‘;’ + xi’:‘, x&t;’ + x\yj 1 s = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 }; 
(cl) V;,= {x!fJ)+~!,~j-~Is= 1,5,7,r= 1,3,5, . . . . 151 
u {X!!:)+ x!,‘lj + 2%!!95)1 r = 1, 3, 5, . . . . 15}; 
(~2) V;;={x!,‘,“I 16s<r<l6,s#3,9, IS} 
u {x!.lz) + x:fg”, xi:$‘+ xl!:j I r = 1, 3, . . . . 15}; 
(c3) V&= {x!,‘,“)+~$~?,,,l r= 1, 5, 7,s= 1, 3, 5, . . . . 17) 
u {xp+x(1:~~+2)$~)) s= 1, 3, 5, . ..) 17); 
(c4) V;;,={x!,‘,“‘) l<sQrd17(r#3,9,15} 
u {x:y + xp, #s”’ + x’ly; ( s = 1, 3, . ..) 17); 
(dl) V;‘,= {x!‘:‘+x!z:l+x12:9’+~!:279)I r= 1, 3, 5, . . . . 27) 
u { xlf:) + x!fl] + x!::] + xLf:j 1 r = 1, 3, 5, . . . . 27); 
(d2) Vi, = { x\fs”’ + x’l:“; + 1’1;;; + xi’92 I s = 1, 3, 5, . . . . 29) 
u {Jy” + x(1;;; + x’1;y; + xg 1 s = 1, 3, 5, . ..) 29). 
Remark 4.7.1. Note that the Hermitian form (. , .) on V, for which 
the x(‘“) form an orthonormal basis is SL,(Z)-invariant. Hence, given an r, s 
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S&(Z)-invariant subspace V of V,, and bases fi and fi* of V such that 
(fi, fi*) = S,, the function Z(V) := & (f:, fi*) Jh. is X,(Z)-invariant. 
In examples (a2), (b), and (d), Z(V) is a partition function in the sense of 
[6, 163. It was conjectured in [16] (and recently proved in [43]) that 
examples (a2), (b), (cl), (~3) and (d) “produce” a complete list of par- 
tition functions. The problem of classifying all admissible subspaces seems 
to be more difficult. Examples (~2) and (~4) were found by Lu Shi-rong. 
It is clear that branching functions for a given triple (g; #;; m) with 
z m -2, < 1 span an admissible subspace (see (3.2.9)). Here are some of the 
examples found above: 
(A\“&q”; Fly’; (m, 1)): v,; 
(Ap@Ay’;Ay; (1, 1)): ($;‘+@Jj= 1, 3;k= 1, 3, 5} = v;; 
(Ek”OE~“;q’;(l, 1)): {X/,~)+Xk4_1j,kIj,k=1,3,5}=V4; 
(E&4\“@A Y’; 2): {#, g;)+xj,;‘I j= 1, 3, 5; k= 1, 3,4, 5, 7) = l’;; 
(Gil’; Ay)@A’,“* 2): 
ix:“,‘,i=1.;.4,5,7;k=l,3,5,7jv/x:P1+x66:ik=1,3,5,71=yk; 
(G:“OG$“;G~“; (1, 1)): {$‘+$;b-Jj= 1, 3, 5, 7;k= 1, 3, 5}= V;; 
(F~“O~“;F~“;(l,l)): {~~,8k’++X180’-~.~Ij=1,3,5;k=1,3,5,7,9}=V;I; 
(F$$‘; A\“@C $1’; 2): {# j= 1, 3, 5, 7, 9; k = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 1 1 } 
u{~:,~)+Il:,~:-~Ij=1,3,5,7,9;k=2,4}=V$; 
(EQ’)@Ei’); Eh’); (2, 1)) or (E&l’; Ah’); 2): v” 9. 
Remark 4.7.2. For m = 1 and 2 the space V, is S&(E)-irreducible. The 
list above gives all admissible subspaces of V, with m < 9. Note that in the 
last example, second indices form the set of exponents of E,. This obser- 
vation, communicated to the authors of [16] by one of the authors of the 
present paper, led them to their conjecture. 
Remark 4.7.3. The triple (C$” 0 C I”; Ci”; (1, 1)) gives the following 
S&(Z)-invariant subspace in the space of Vir,-characters: 
To construct admissible subspaces in the space of alline characters CH, 
one may use Proposition 2.1. (One defines an admissible .subspace of CH, 
similarly, taking chh,,, in place of x ,+, . M) ) In the case when z, - i,ti < 1, hence 
M)l/70/2-1 
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=z (n) for some n, it is convenient to take for {bJr)} the set (xpJ(r)}. Here 
are some admissible subspaces obtained from examples of Section 4.3: 
D;“: ch;,, ch’ n,, cht,-, + ch;,; 
D;“: ch’ 24, + CL, 7 CL, +c&/,,, W,,,,,, 
chl,,,,,, ch&, chL4, W,,; 
Ah”: ch’ no, ch>, + ch>,; etc. 
CONJECTURE 4.7.2. Let, for A’,‘), chj = ch;,-2,n,,+ 1,2(j- Ija. The following 
is a complete list of admissible subspaces in CH,-,(A(,‘)) different from 
CH,-,: 
(a) n=2r,r=3,5,...: 
CHkm.2={ch,+ch,-,l l<k<r-l,kodd}u(ch,}; 
(b) n=2r,r=4,6,...: 
CH;p2= {chil 1 <j<n- l,jodd) u {ch,) 
u [ch,+ch,-,I 1 <k<r-2,keuen); 
(c) CH’;,=(ch,+ch,,ch,+ch,,,ch,+ch,}; 
(d) CH;‘,={ch,+ch,,,ch,+ch,,,ch,+ch,,,ch,+ch,,+2ch,}; 
(e) CH’&={ch.,I 1<j617,j#3,9,15}u{ch,+ch,,ch,+ch,,}; 
(f) CH;,=(ch,+ch,,+ch,,+ch,,,ch,+ch,,+ch,,+ch,,). 
Remark 4.7.4. Examples (ah(d) and (f) produce a complete list of A’,‘)- 
partition functions [43 J. Example (d) appears in [42, Example (E8.8)], 
and Examples (b) and (e) were found by Lu Shi-rong, who also related 
Conjectures 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 in a way similar to that in [l 11. 
4.8. Specialized Characters 
By a specialized character of an affrne algebra 9 we mean the function 
x,,(T; 8) = CUT, 0, 01, A E P!“? 
This function is a branching function for the pair (9, 0), and it has the 
following representation theoretical meaning. Recall the eigenspace 
decomposition (1.5.1) of L(A) with respect to d; then ch,(z, O,O)= 
C (dim L(A)c-k,) qk. Recalling that L(A)[-kI is the eigenspace for L; with 
eigenvalue h, + k (3.2.6), we obtain that 
trLcA) 4 Lg = q=“/y&; 9). 
One deduces from the Weyl-Kac character formula by a usual limiting 
procedure (see [23, Sects. 12.1 and 12.23) the formula 
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Xn(? $4 = c M+ cm + g) a) 4 I~+P+~m+g~r12/2~m+g~/ll(t)dimg, (4.8.1) 
EEL 
where 44 = l-h+ (2 + P I a)/(P I a). 
On the other hand, xn is a modular function of level km. 
(N(m + g), 24) which, due to (2.1.8), obeys the transformation law 
1 
X/l -; 
( > 
= ,,c,,m, 44 Ml XMu(~), (4.8.2a) 
+ 
xn(r + 1) = (exp 2nis,) xn(z). (4.8.2b) 
This allows one to find in many cases of low level much simpler and 
illuminating formulas for ~,,(t; 8). Some examples are given below. 
(a) y=A, , (‘1 Di’), or Ej’), m= 1. Then we have 
xn(t; 8) = C e”‘lY1*/q(t)‘. 
yeif+@ 
(4.8.3) 
This follows from (2.6.1) and (2.6.17). This may also be easily deduced 
from (4.8.2). For example, let 9 = EL’), ,4 = A,. Let f= xno; then, by (4.8.2) 
we have 
f(-l/r)=f(r), f(r+ l)=(exp-2ni/3)f(z). 
It follows that f’ is a modular function on X,(Z). Since 
f3=q-‘+744+ ..*, we conclude that [21] 
x?&) = j(T)? (4.8.3a) 
where j is the the celebrated modular invariant (see, e.g., [34]). 
In our next examples the specialized characters will be expressed in terms 
of the functions 
f2(z) := x’l’j - x$1] = q- l/48 I-I (1 _ q’+ l/2) _ tl(4T), 
jsh+ V(T) 
f3(T) :=fi&j= =fiq1/24 I-I (1 +qj+l)=fiz. 
isH+ 
(4.8.4a) 
(4.8.4b) 
(4.8.4~) 
LEMMA 4.8. Let h,, h,, h, be holomorphic functions on X+ with the 
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expansion at T = ice of the following form, where a is a positive integer and 
a,= 1: 
h,(r)=q-“‘4E~~~a~q(“2)j, h*(r) = q-a/48 c (- 1)' ajq('/*)i; 
j*O 
Suppose that 
h3(Q=qa’24 1 b,q’. 
jP0 
h,( - l/r) = h,(r), M - l/r) = h,(t), h,( - l/t) = h,(r). (4.8.5) 
Then hi = f,!‘. Conversely, the functions fl satisfy the above properties. 
Proof: The converse is clear. Hence the functions $i := hi - ft satisfy 
(4.8.5) and their q-expansions are of the form 
3;,=clq-“+‘1*+ . ..) K*=c*q-a+I/*+ . ..) x3=c3q*a+ . . . . 
Let x = h, g,h,. The function K is SC,,(Z)-invariant and its q-expansion is 
7;=cq+ ..a. Hence K = 0 and one of the zi = 0, hence, using Z,(Z), the 
rest of the zi are 0 as well. 1 
(b) 9 = Bi”, m = 1. Then we have 
Xno+Xn,=f:'+'~ Xno-Xn,=f2'+1~ xn,= 2 -'/*f;'+ 1. 
(c) g=Di’), m= 1. Then we have 
xno+ Xn,=f:[T X*0-xn,=fE x&, = Xn, = Y&f?. 
Both examples (b) and (c) follow immediately from (4.8.2a) and 
Lemma 4.8. 
Remark 4.8.1. The function f := fj6" + fj6"+ fi6" is invariant under 
z + -l/t and has the q-expansion q -“/3( 2 + . . . ). This gives us the curious 
identities 
J .l13 =+(f;"+ f;“+ fi",, (4.8.6a) 
J *2'3 = Q(f;'+fi" +f,'">, (4.8.6b) 
j+ 384 = $(ff" + f;” + f,““). (4.8.6~) 
From these formulas we deduce 
f;6n + f$6” + fj6” = P,(j”j), (4.8.6d) 
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where P, is a polynomial of degree n defined by the generating series 
Polynomials P, can be also calculated from the recursion formula 
P,(x)=2xP,-1-x2P,-2+2gP,-~, 
Po=3, P, = 2x, P, = 2x2. 
Remark 4.8.2. If g = D$‘), then we have 
Xn, = Xn, = Xn4, 
which due to example (c) is equivalent to the identity 
n (1 +q2”-‘)*- n (1 -q2”-1)8=16q n (1 +q’“)*. 
n>1 ?I>1 a>1 
According to (4.8.4) the characters of Vir with central charge f are simple 
linear combinations of functionsf, , f2, and f3. It turns out that some of the 
characters of Vir, with central charge 1 are simple linear combinations of 
functions f; i, f; ‘, and f< I: 
x-(,a - (2) 
2,2,1/2 - Xl,Z;O - x~~~;o =f; l; (4.8.7a) 
+v) - (2) 
x2,2:1/2 - x1,2:0 + xgo =f2- ‘; (4.8.7b) 
x~l(;j2-x~1(,:)2=J5f~1. (4.8.7~) 
It turns out that some of the level 2 specialized characters of Bj’) and Dil) 
can be expressed in terms of these functions. 
(d) g=Bj’), m=2: 
XA,,+A,-XA,+A,= 2y; 
X A,J+A,+XA,+A,=~~~;~‘; 
X2Ao - X2A, = 2Lf3-2’. 
(e) f=Djl), m=2: 
The proof is based on an analogue of Lemma 4.8. 
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As a corollary of Examples (d) and (e), we obtain the following 
expressions for some branching functions of tensor product decompositions 
for Bj’) and Dj’): 
b$$l, = x&, b”oA Al+4 = xgo 2 
where s = I- 1 or 1 according as 9 = Di’) or Bj’), respectively 
(f) f=E$‘), m=2: 
j(2Ao+XA,=j1’3f:5-15f:, 
x2Ao-xA7=j1’3fi5 + 15flp 
xAl = 2-‘/‘( j1’3fi5 + 15f3). 
(4.8.8) 
To prove this, we check that the three functions on the left (resp. on the 
right) satisfy (4.8.5), and that they have equal polar parts. 
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